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Abstract
This Action Research Project will be informed by INTASC standards. These standards make sure
that teachers are held to rules that encourage good teaching and act as borders in which that good
teaching should take place. It is also informed by my own philosophy of education. It is difficult to pin
down any one philosophy of education that I unequivocally support. The conclusion that I have come to
is that the best teaching is more an amalgamation of theories. It shifts and evolves to fit the students at
hand, and is ever growing.
My focus for this research was how Culturally Responsive Pedagogy (CRP), Evidence-Based
Practices (EBP), and focusing on the long term benefits of art education will affect my teaching. I also
wanted to see if any of the practices within these ideas are more effective than others.
This Action Research Project (ARP) will be exploring my own teaching and how I can improve
it. My action research here will also improve my ability to study my practice going forward. This is
especially important for me, as flexibility and adaptability are two of my main personal goals for my
teaching. I hoped to learn which of my practices are helpful, and which are unhelpful.
My ARP shows how Culturally Responsive Pedagogy, Evidence-Based Practices, and focusing
on the long term benefits of art education interact when put together in a classroom. It also shows where
these practices support, hinder, or run alongside each other. I found this by comparing my results with
other research that has gone into these three things separately.
This paper uses journaling, assessments, and lesson plans to analyze my own practice and set
goals. I also have collected images of what I have written on the whiteboard and in powerpoint slides. I
found that my students understand my teaching better after the inclusion of . I will keep track of
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everything in google doc folders. I am placed at a rural highschool in a classroom of mixed grades that
teaches many types of art, but is more focused on three dimensional work.

Chapter 1
I want my class to be a place where everyone can learn art and those who wish to
delve deeper can, as I did. I want to foster a sense of safety, comradery, and freedom of
creativity. After reading Davis’s poetic take on ecological discourse which showed the
harmony and interconnected nature a classroom could exhibit (Davis, 2004, p.155,173) and
researching funds of knowledge (Moll, L. et al., 1992), I know that I want my classroom to
be interconnected and learning together, incorporating our individual funds of knowledge
into something greater.
One of the teachers who made me feel seen was my ceramics professor in high
school. Mr Butterfield was an amazing teacher. He saw how much I loved the clay and
encouraged me to come work in his classroom whenever I had time. His teaching was the
first nudge towards my own artistic style and creative landscape. He saw that I enjoyed
helping my fellow classmates when I was ahead and encouraged that behavior. When I
showed interest in firing, glaze creation, and clay processing, he suggested I become his
studio technician. That position taught me a lot about classroom set up and the amount of
work that goes on behind the scene in an art room. His class was the first that gave me a
feeling that I would succeed as a teacher.
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Teaching is so broad a subject that it is difficult to put into words, but this, at least, is
my working definition: Teaching is to impart knowledge and experience through instruction
and guided exploration. It is necessary for the definition of teaching to be so broad because
teaching happens in many different ways. In classrooms, yes, but also from parents, friends,
and even strangers you may speak with for five minutes and never cross paths with again.
Even within the classroom, there are so many ways to teach.
This Action Research Project (ARP) will be exploring ways in which I can improve
my own teaching. I am placed at a rural high school in a classroom of grades 9th through
12th. I teach many types of art but primarily focus on three-dimensional work. My action
research here will also improve my ability to study my practice going forward. This is
especially important for me, as flexibility and adaptability are two of my main goals for my
teaching. Those two goals will support the goal explored by this ARP; I want my classroom
and teaching practices to be inclusive and validating to all of my students. I will be
attempting to reach that goal through a variety of evidence-based, culturally responsive, and
art-focused practices during my ARP.
I want my teaching to be flexible, inclusive, and adaptive. I want to bring my teaching
to a level that improves the policies and practices that I and my peers struggled with as
students. These goals relate most closely to the learning environments, application of content,
instructional strategies, and professional learning and ethical practice INTASC standards. I
plan to learn all manner of new things from my practicum experience, primarily to start on
the work of practice that I have been told makes one a true teacher later down the line.
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So far in my practicum experience I have learned how to communicate with different
students, how to put a rubric into practice, and have developed my ability to explain art
concepts in a myriad of ways. In one case a student was struggling with understanding what
the Powerpoint was saying due to a language barrier. My cooperating teacher and I had
everything translated into Spanish, but we could not have the whole powerpoint on the screen
at the same time, and computers could not be used as we were working with ceramics and the
particles and moisture can damage that technology. We had the powerpoints printed out so
students could get the information step by step. I had another student who needed a lot of
help getting started. I found out that if I brought them their materials and checked in every
once and a while, they could do their work. The process of figuring out what they found
difficult, in this case the extra step of gathering materials, helped me develop my skills in
communicating with students and finding out together what they are struggling with. Many
students struggled with how to grade themselves when presented with a rubric. The part they
were most often confused by was the difference between 5 (exceeds) and 4 (meets). This
taught me that I should talk to them about this before they self-grade. I also had my first
experience in grading: determining which factors would mean the difference between a 5 and
4 myself. Finally, I have found that each student has a preferred way of taking in information.
The most common of these that I have found are through text, verbal explanation, drawn
explanation, and direct demonstrations. In my future teaching, I will take what I have learned
from these experiences and make sure to communicate clearly with students. I will also
encourage communicating with me when running into struggles, as I can not help if I do not
know something is wrong.
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The two most difficult parts of my education have been testing and anxiety.
Standardized tests in general are poorly written and not very helpful. Secondly, test, math,
and stereotype threat anxiety (Ormrod, J., 2012, p.346) have been problems for me at one
time or another. I want to avoid causing this kind of anxiety in my classroom. While the
subject I had the most anxiety around was math, I know that many students are just as
worried about their abilities in art. To help them with this, I want to focus on personal growth
and tenacity rather than perfect craftsmanship.
I believe that standardized testing has become an inhibitor of students today. The
original standardized tests were extremely biased and not great indicators of a child’s
intelligence or knowledge (PBS, 2001), and I believe that is still true today, though to a lesser
extent. The increased focus on standardized tests as indicators of a school’s effectiveness puts
greater weight on math, reading, and science. It also takes away from art, physical education,
and other subjects that could greatly improve a student’s learning and expand their skills for
future life. Teachers should be focusing on the development and learning of our students as
humans, not the numbers they crank out of the standardized testing machine.
Since elementary school, I have struggled with math. I could not find a way for it to
make sense, and I did not understand enough of the material to try the teaching method
(teaching someone else the topic to better absorb the material). What eventually helped me
was taking statistics in high school. Statistics connected the numbers and formulas to ideas
that seemed familiar about the world. I learn best from stories and visual representations of
the things I am learning, so the story-based problems of statistics helped the theories and
formulas click into place. In my teaching, I will make similar connections to practicing
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artists, fields that art may help in, and will give clear rubrics so that students are not confused
about what they are working towards.
It is difficult to pin down any one philosophy of education that I unequivocally
support. There have been teachers who used mastery learning, some that had a way of
thinking obviously steeped in rationalism, and others who used such a mix of methods that I
could not begin to pick out what individual methods they may have used. There are many
new techniques and philosophies that I have picked up over my time in the classroom, both
as a student and as a teacher. Mastery learning, the idea that students should learn from the
basics, step by step and at their own pace to form a strong foundation, (Ormrod, J., 2020,
p.112) and balancing the religious and mystic styles of teaching (Davis, 2004, p.51-62) are
two that stand out. I know now that mastery learning is what caused me to thrive the most,
but it would be wrong to say that it was the only element in any of my teachers' thinking. The
conclusion that I have come to is that the best teaching is more an amalgamation of theories.
It shifts and evolves to fit the students at hand, and is ever growing. I suspect that as I begin
teaching myself, I will learn more methods and theories to add to my repertoire.
Mastery learning, with its focus on starting with the basics and refining skillsets, is
one of my favorite theories of teaching. I hope that I will be able to instill basic skills and a
creative mentality in my students, above all else. Learning basic skills in art gives a student
the freedom to create in that medium. The more basic skills a teacher masters, the wider their
net of possibility. At times, students need to unlearn skills they have already learned because
they learned an unsafe or inefficient way of doing things. This is something every teacher
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runs into. This issue has become especially prevalent after the COVID-19 pandemic.
Students who experienced unexpected distanced learning are much more likely to have
picked up unideal techniques. It is particularly difficult when students need to unlearn skills,
as they often feel like the effort they put in the first time was for nothing. It is important to
remind them that any learning is practice for more learning along the same vein; for example,
even if they learned the wrong way to hold a drawing pencil and are now re-learning it, they
do not lose the practice they had drawing even with an incorrect grip. If a student learned
different skills that work just as well, I celebrate with that student. If they already know skills
adjacent to what I am teaching, or already know the content I want to teach, that means they
can go further. Adjacent skills help a student learn new ones faster, and if they already know
the content I will work one-on-one with them to push themselves further.
The history and progress of education itself has also influenced my philosophy of
education. For example, the older religious-based teaching style and the newer mysticism
(Davis, 2004, p.39) based teaching style each have positives and negatives. The older style
has been condemned for being authoritarian and harmful to students. However, It is definitely
direct. If you are teaching in this way, you are likely to tell your students exactly what they
should be learning and expect them to follow through. This can be very helpful for some
students (Delpit, L. ,1988). Mysticism-based teaching, in contrast, puts more trust in the
students to learn. I find this point of view to be mostly positive. It is a good thing to start
teaching with the belief that your students are capable of greatness. There is also a danger to
this way of teaching. If you are not teaching the students new material clearly, and instead
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skipping around the subject assuming they will eventually understand, it can cause confusion
in students. Reading about these two viewpoints in Inventions of Teaching by Brent Davis
helped me recognise them in myself. Now that I know more about how they came to be, I
think I can properly integrate them in my teaching to get the best of both worlds.
The most common strategies for effective learning that I have employed in my
educational life have been communication and collaboration. Intersubjectivity, the theory
talking about the space between conscious minds, is a theory that I connect to this viewpoint
(Davis, 2004, p.145). Ecological discourse, which discusses the relation between humans and
between people and their ecosystem, also relates to the concepts of communication and
collaboration (Davis, 2004, p.155,173). Even on a solo project, talking to my classmates
about the task at hand helped me to solidify what my plans were. Talking about a topic and
exchanging ideas is fun for me, and if I am having fun I retain the information better. For this
reason, one of my favorite forms of assessment is the Socratic seminar. That form of
communicative assessment fits very well with my natural inclination to talk about things that
I am interested in. The other helpful model, funnily enough, was trying to teach someone else
the things I was learning. On the drive back home from middle and high school, I would tell
my mother what I had learned that day. When I teach something to someone, it further
develops in my mind and I come to understand it better. While the strictest definition of
socratic seminar will likely not happen in my class, there will definitely be critiques, which
are pretty similar. ‘Critique’ is when students present their work with their artist statement,
and the class gives constructive feedback and asks questions. For example, you could have an
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embroidery project that is of a group of flowers. An example of constructive feedback with a
question could be: “I really like the texture of the flowers, but it is kind of hard to see them
because they are overlapping and all the same color. I wonder what it would look like if you
used different colors?”Another student might suggest not overlapping them as a solution.
This is the ideal scenario, a student giving a compliment and a suggestion. It is very
important to set it up properly, because this can be very intimidating, but critiques are one of
the best ways to grow as an artist and a creative. I will also set up opportunities where
students can re-teach the content of my lessons to each other in order to help make it stick.
I learned more about this phenomena while reading Human Learning by Jeanne Ellis
Ormrod. Ormrod states that "When children and adults teach others, the ‘teachers’ often
benefit as much as the ‘students’” (Ormrod, J., 2012, p.325). This supported what I have
known most of my academic life. A little while later in the text, peer tutoring (Ormrod, J.,
2020, p.333) is brought up. This is something I plan on implementing in my class as soon as
possible. During my time as a teacher’s assistant and studio technician in my high school
ceramics class, I learned so much by teaching my peers. More one-on-one time for struggling
students and a deeper, more comprehensive understanding of the subject for the peer tutors
will improve the learning of all persons involved.
In my mind, there is only one way to know if you have truly mastered something.
That is the ability to teach that thing. You can know how to do something very well without
teaching it, but there is a deeper form of understanding that comes with teaching. It reveals
things you did not know you knew when you ask the necessary questions of yourself to
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teach. When you can break something down into its parts and teach someone that thing from
the ground up, you know it in a different sense. I will endeavor to encourage this behavior in
my students, so that they can also have this deeper understanding of art.
Art is an integral part of culture that takes many forms. This is a great thing for
cultural diversity in my class, but it is also something to be careful about. I am both excited
and wary of bringing the traditional art forms of my students into the classroom. It is
something I have been doing a lot of research on, because while doing this would be positive
in many ways, it must be done the right way (Ormrod, J., 2012, p.363). I plan to collaborate
with the families and groups in the area before teaching such subjects, so that I can find the
right way in each case. There are likely many art forms that should never be taught in my
classroom due to their religious, spiritual, or cultural meaning and impact. These art forms
are often classified under the umbrella of ‘closed practices’ or practices that should not be
performed by someone outside of the community the practice is from. One example of this
would be dream catchers. While they have been used in public schools as a fun craft before,
they actually have a deep cultural meaning. First used by the Ojibwe as protection on cradles,
they are now seen as “a symbol of unity between individuals and tribes” (Johnson, 2020). I
want to celebrate the art in my student’s backgrounds, not disrespect it. One way that I have
brought it into my classroom during my practicum was by teaching a unit on alejibres.
Alejibres are sculptures from Mexico. They are a big part of the culture there, but contrary to
popular belief are not religious or closed practice. They were first created by a single artist,
Pedro Linares, who had seen them in a fever dream. After that, they were adopted by many
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other artists and became a cultural phenomenon. The brightly colored and patterned paper
mache creatures are a great way to bring diversity into my classroom without causing more
harm than good.
Reading about funds of knowledge, the knowledge gained from one’s community and
family, only reinforced my wish to enrich my classroom with cultural input (Moll, L. et al.,
1992). I hope that this, along with building sections of my instruction in collaboration with
students to ensure they are tailor-made to that group, will scaffold my teaching to be effective
for all of my students.
One of the things that I hope to create along with my students are rubrics. Rubrics
help to organize exactly what you want your students to learn from their projects, and how
you will be measuring and grading what they've learned. It is extremely important that
students have access to rubrics from day one. Something that I have implemented at my
placement is self-grading. Self-grading encourages students to read the rubric thoroughly,
and it is a good way of finding out how much they understood the assignment. For instance,
if they grade themselves much higher or lower than their work warrants, a teacher can check
back in with them to go over what they may have misunderstood. For these reasons, rubrics
are the main assessment style that I will be using in my classes. Rather than handing students
a pre-made rubric, it is good practice to build rubrics with your classes. This invests them in
the content and increases the likelihood that they will remember the criteria. An example of a
type of rubric I may use is the single point rubric (Fluckiger, J., 2010). A single point rubric
is a rubric that only has one set of criteria; those that belong to the meeting category. When
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graded, a teacher usually gives feedback on where a student has exceeded and what they still
need to work on. Rubrics should always be made before instruction, to allow you to build
your lesson plans with the end result in mind. It is unfair to put something on a rubric that
you never go over in class. Grading students in ways they were not prepared for damages
your relationship with the class, and makes it extremely difficult to encourage student buy-in
on future projects.
Another thing that I find vital for fair grading is a diversity of testing styles. Only by
utilizing a mix of pre-assessments, formative assessments, and summative assessments
(Tomlinson, et al., 2013) will I be able to properly gauge and scaffold the learning of my
students. This will also aid in decreasing test/project anxiety. Using multiple testing styles
spreads out the pressure, rather than having one extremely stressful final.
One of the main problems with some school districts and legislators today is that the
decisions about how we run schools are being made by people who have been out of the
classroom for way too long, or are detached from the schools they are making decisions for.
As an example, I have already stated my opinion on standardized tests: Schools, teachers,
and legislators are too focused on them. The foundation of standardized testing is corrupt,
and we cannot rely on these tests as they are more autopsies of a student's learning than
health check ups. Another example from my own experience was something that happened in
my middle school. One day, there was an announcement that we were getting new paper
towel dispensers in the bathrooms. This was confusing, because our old fashioned metal ones
worked just fine. On top of that, there was other equipment that did need an upgrade.
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However, the installation went through. Shortly after, the new plastic dispensers kept
breaking and that became the new normal, a constant drain on our school funds. District
decisions sometimes make no sense for individual schools. While I cannot do much from just
the classroom to change this state of affairs, I can keep parents informed on the state of the
school and give them the contacts of the people they need to talk to to make changes. This of
course also means that I will need to find these things out about whichever school I end up
in, but as the environment can greatly affect your teaching I think it is important.
Parent involvement is important, and it also important that communication between
parent and teacher is clear and intentional. No one knows the individual student like their
parents do. By the same token, no one knows the class as a whole like the teacher. I think that
the best case scenario is open communication between parents and teachers, in order to find
what works best for everyone, individually and as a group.
To teach effectively in a classroom, a teacher needs to find a balance between leading
the class with brand new information, and letting the class lead by allowing them to explore
and connect the new information in a way that works best for them. An ideal situation for me
would be a class where I could evaluate the basics of what my students knew at the very
beginning and craft units one-after-another based on their interests. This sort of branching
pattern of learning greatly appeals to me.
I will always question how my teaching can improve. People have been teaching in a
million different ways ever since there were people. It is difficult to parse out what might be
the “best” way to teach. There are so many ways, and some of them work well because of
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cultural background, or psychology, or just for one class. In the end, I do not think teaching
will ever stop evolving. As culture, our understanding of psychology, and people in general
continue to change, so will education and learning. By this same token, I will need to
continue learning new things as I teach, and stay flexible to change. I expect that how I am
teaching in my first few years will look very different with ten years of experience and
further research.
To teach for learning is to start by focusing on what the students need or want to
learn, not from a textbook or pre-generated curriculum. You can use such things as strong
resources, but they should not be the focus of your teaching. Not relying on these resources
as the focus of your curriculum helps you steer clear from another common mistake in
teaching: becoming too rigid in your ways of instructing and managing your classroom. It is
important to structure your units and lessons for the class that you have currently, and be
always open to evolution and change.
When someone makes art they are thinking creatively, and thinking creatively opens your mind
to new possibilities. I am going to teach a lesson on using story to inspire art, and art to inspire writing
after spring break. It will include two options. One option will be, writing or orally recording a summary
of a folktale, fairytale, or other story and creating a paper mache project based on a person, animal, or
thing from that story. The other option will be writing or telling your own story, and making your project
based on that. I hope that the two parts of the project will support each other, and make them both more
interesting.
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To prepare myself for this project, I will be doing research on Culturally Responsive
Pedagogy, evidence-based practices, and studies that discuss how art education can be useful
outside of the art room. These are three topics that I am very passionate about, and they will
help me improve my teaching while supporting each other. While experimenting with these
practices, I will also utilize my flexibility to pivot from one practice to another if I notice that
the first is not working. Like the theories and practices I have already studied, I expect that
they will not fall into neat little boxes and instead support each other in improving my
teaching in unexpected and interesting ways.
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Chapter 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
Purposes and Objectives for the Literature Review
My purpose in this review of the research was to discover how teachers and researchers
have looked at effective teaching and teacher growth in their discipline. I searched for research
on Culturally Responsive Pedagogy because I believe that teachers can greatly improve learning
and retention if they make a safe space for students and teach them in a way that makes intuitive
sense to them. I also searched for studies on evidence-based practices because those tools will be
very useful in my future teaching. Additionally, because I will be studying my own practice and
focusing on these ideas in my endorsement area, I looked for studies that discussed how art
education is useful outside of the art room as many students do not believe that art is important. I
would like to be able to refer them to studies that say differently.
This literature review addresses my knowledge of these concepts as a foundation for my
understanding to set goals and grow from in my own teaching. I especially looked for research
that described effective strategies for each area and gave examples of how it might work in a
classroom. Application of this research was an essential part in building my own knowledge base
for this project.
Procedures for the Literature Review
To start my search, I used the search terms Art, Education, and High School in
combination with the more specific terms having to do with my research topics. The results were
between 10 and 5,000; in the case of the latter, I would usually add another, more specific term. I
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also had several sources before I began my search, as I had read them for classwork in the
process of completing my Masters of Arts in Teaching. After getting a series of good sources, I
mined their citation pages for more.
A Review of Research on Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
I chose Culturally Responsive Pedagogy because I believe it is a strong foundation to
creating a stable environment for learning, academic and otherwise. “Culturally responsive
pedagogy is a student-centered approach to teaching in which the students’ unique cultural
strengths are identified and nurtured to promote student achievement and a sense of well-being
about the student’s cultural place in the world” (Lynch, M., 2016). It puts students' experiences
first and centers their unique cultural strengths. Connecting new content to prior knowledge both
puts the new information into perspective for students and adds interest to things that may be
completely new to them.
In the article The Silenced Dialogue: Power and Pedagogy in Educating Other People’s
Children by Lisa Delpit, I learned that when you are teaching students from cultures other than
your own, it is important to consider how learning from someone not of their own culture will
affect them. Also, to acknowledge to oneself that the strategies that help you learn the most are
not necessarily the most useful for all students. Consider that research about how students best
learn has historically been done by white people for white people (Amundsen, D., & Msoroka,
M., 2021). A teacher must be aware that as Delpit states, most other kinds of dialogue have been
silenced in the past (1988).
The paper Funds of Knowledge for Teaching: Using a Qualitative Approach to Connect
Homes and Classrooms discusses a project identifying funds of knowledge and how they interact
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with classrooms. The study has teachers making home visits and becoming the student learning
deep knowledge about their student’s life outside of school. This helps to build relationships and
encourages the use of children’s funds of knowledge within an academic setting (Moll, L. et al.,
1992). Other ways to build relationships with students include one-on-one conversations and
including their language and culture in instructional materials to increase comprehension (Cools,
J., 2017). While I don’t always see home visits being realistic in my future teaching career, I do
agree with Cools that some form of parent-teacher communication is greatly beneficial. If home
visits are not possible, phone calls, things sent home, or email communication can also help you
connect with the families of your students. This is because it “increas[es] the odds that students
completed their homework by 40%, decreas[e] instances in which teachers [have] to redirect
students’ attention to the task at hand by 25%, and increas[e] class participation rates by 15%”
(Kraft, M. & Dougherty, S., 2013).
School: The Story of American Public Education is a video series that goes over the
history of education in America, from its inception in 1770 to 2001. It discusses the implicit
biases that favor white people over all others. Some of these biases are that Mexican people are
lazy, and Black people are unintelligent. These views are baked into the education system’s
foundation. It also reveals that IQ and other standardized tests test your exposure to dominant
white culture much more than actual intelligence, and were originally intended for that purpose
(PBS, 2001).
A Review of Research on Evidence Based Practices
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My interest in Culturally Responsive Pedagogy bleeds into my search for
Evidence-Based Practices. This is because Evidence-Based Practices can build culturally
responsive pedagogy.
I learned about Universal Design for Learning (UDL) through a lot of different sources.
UDL is an approach to learning in the classroom that considers the whole class. Whether
someone has special learning needs, or is more advanced than the current curriculum calls for, it
argues that the accommodations for both can be included in the fabric of the main lesson.
Jennifer Katz from the University of Manitoba, and Ron Sugden of the Prairie Rose School
Division, did a study that shows how useful it can be for building a strong classroom
environment. They ran this study at a high school where UDL was encouraged from the
principal, to the teachers, to the students. At the end of the study, the authors found the
following:
Data revealed that implementation of the model doubled students’ active engagement in
their learning, and improved students’ self-concept and perceptions of school and
classroom climate (for detailed statistical outcomes, see Katz, 2013). Teachers reported
an increased sense of self-efficacy regarding the ability to include students with
disabilities, and meet the needs of diverse learners (Katz, J., & Sugden, R., 2013)
This really illustrates how helpful UDL can be to all students and educators, not just those who
have disabilities (Katz, J., & Sugden, R., 2013). It is under this understanding that I wish to
implement many of the following practices:
It is important to assess students regularly, but in a varied fashion. Formative assessment
is often allowed to fall off the radar of teachers, because of how much focus is put on summative
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assessment. In reality, formative assessment is much more useful for a student’s learning as it
allows the student to change their behavior and improve, as well as think about where they are
succeeding and why. Summative assessment is mostly just used to judge if the teacher is teaching
the content, and if the student can go on to the next section. My conclusion is that If one of the
two is getting less attention it should be the summative assessments. Of course, the ideal
situation is a healthy variety of assessment practices that each have the purpose of improving
learning, rather than checking a box. (Tomlinson, C., & Moon, T., 2013) Some of the most
common formative assessments in art are check-ins throughout the class period (L. Cooney,
personal communication, 2022), mid-progress critiques (L. Cooney, personal communication,
2022), and class surveys on our collective progress (L. Cooney, personal communication, 2022).
The check ins are the most crucial, as they are focused on the individual student’s work and what
they can do to improve. Mid-progress critiques allow students the chance to give each other
advice and in turn receive advice from their peers. This widens the perspective of the comments
and exercises their ability to analyze work. Class surveys can check anything from general
understanding of content to how much longer students need for a project. It makes sure that the
whole class is on the same page and allows for adjustment or reteaching from the teacher.
In the second chapter of Pedagogy of freedom: Ethics, democracy and civic courage by
Paulo Freire, he talks about connections to prior knowledge of students, the benefits of staying
curious and flexible, and avoiding stagnation due to fear of new things. (Freire, P., 1968)
Mastery learning is the idea of starting with the basics, strengthening them, and building
from there. (Ormrod, J., 2020) This is particularly important with art. It is vital to get down the
basics before building upwards.
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A single point rubric takes the pressure off of the grade, and focusses it toward
improvement of concrete skills. (Fluckiger, J., 2010) This is a rubric format that I think would
work well for art, with its many ways to go wrong or right.
There are many strategies like Computer Assisted Instruction and the use of a daily report
card that specifically help those who have ADHD. (Eiraldi, R. B., Mautone, J. A., & Power, T. J.,
2012)
A Review of Research on The Benefits of Art Education
This review is multifaceted, as there are many ways that art improves education and life
in general outside the classroom. Mental health, interdisciplinary work, and Social Emotional
Learning (SEL) are just a few of the many ways art can benefit education and society as a whole.
Whether in an art room or out of it, art can reduce anxiety. A study done by Alexandra
Montgomery (2018) found that, “The implementation of anxiety-reducing drawing warm-up
activities into an art education curriculum could foster improvement in student confidence, as
well as the exploration of drawing materials and methods; which positively impacted student
stress levels.” This reduction of stress levels helps student productivity and mental health
(Montgomery, A., 2018).
Stress could also increase very slightly if you are focusing on a negative, but there is
clear
evidence that focusing on positive topics while doing art greatly decreases it (Curl, K., 2008).
Art can also be used to process trauma and explore your internal self, it can re-engage at-risk
youth and help with building relationships (Brown, R., & Jeanneret, N., 2015). A Literature
review of art therapy-based interventions for work-related stress gives many examples of ways
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art can be used later in life to reduce work-based stress (Huet, V., 2015). A case study of an art
therapy program delivered by a community‐based mental health organization in Northern Ireland
found that the program improved “self‐esteem and self‐confidence. It provided a safe space for
reflection on mental health issues. Participants described the programme as cathartic and a
springboard for engagement in a wide range of further projects”(Heenan, D., 2006). Art therapy
was recently used as a coping strategy for people during the COVID 19 pandemic, one study,
based around someone with West Syndrome, art was found to promote emotional wellbeing and
help with “mobility limitations caused by disability”(Houari, A. S., & Hadjoui, G., 2022).
Art also enhances other learning. Interdisciplinary work between art and other subjects
expands the range of learning possible and grants a new perspective. In one study, it was found
that poetry and art invigorate each other and cause new perspectives to come to light in both
subjects (Davidovitch, N., & Dorot, R., 2020). The two mediums are both creative, but writing a
poem about a topic and making a painting are very different things. The poetry explores the
literary aspect, where visual art is much more pictorial. Also, when a piece of poetry about a
topic and a piece of art about the same topic are put together, a third perspective emerges in the
combined meaning of both works.
Another way that art can affect other learning is to help special education teachers and
paraeducators with addressing IEP goals. Addressing IEP goals with art gives them a visual
element. This helps students understand their IEPs and therefore makes them more useful. In one
study, teachers noticed student engagement had tripled with the integration of art in their IEPs.
(Joyal, S., 2020)
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Social Emotional Learning and Art move in tandem, both enhancing the other. SEL can
be taught very effectively in an art classroom because of this. (Edgar, S. N., & Elias, M. J., 2021)
There are many overlaps between SEL goals and visual arts standards. This means that just by
following the visual arts standards some of the SEL goals will be met. When you are aware of
this overlap you can integrate them more purposefully so that the students benefit the most from
the similarities (Omasta, M., et al, 2021)
Art can also help with critical thinking analysis, and connecting classroom teachings with
real world problems. (Huye, H., 2015)
Art is also a vehicle for self expression. When others view art, they can better empathize
with the artist, creating an atmosphere of understanding and growth. In this way, both artist and
viewer benefit. (Davis, S., 2016)
Summary
I am going to build on my literary research by doing an action research project on my
own teaching. I will mindfully include Culturally Responsive Pedagogy, Evidence-Based
Practices, and focusing on the long term benefits of Art Education would affect my teaching into
my teaching practice and see if my teaching improves. I will pull my ideas for what I will
include from the research I have done, and try out various practices and policies based on them
as I go. I am not sure what those will be yet, as I plan to pick things that I think will work best
for the students I will be working with as I get to know them.
CHAPTER III
RESEARCH METHODS
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The methods of inquiry for this study focused on the principles and practices of action
research, using self-study aligned with professional teacher standards, teacher artifacts, and
journaling as a means of data collection. I will begin with a review of action research principles
to establish the foundation for this study’s method of inquiry. Second, I will review the choices
and purposes of data collection that helped to highlight my instruction and means for searching
for improvement. Third, I will detail my context for the study, methods of data collection
protocols, maintaining credibility and trustworthiness of the data, and acknowledge my
limitations as a researcher. Finally, I will present the procedures used for studying my practice,
while providing data and analysis that speaks to adaptations and adjustments made to my
instruction as I implemented this study.
Research Questions
My focus for this research was how Culturally Responsive Pedagogy, Evidence-Based
Practices, and focusing on the long term benefits of Art Education would affect my teaching.
Specifically, I examined my teaching over the course of four months in my art education
placement at Central High School. This focus aligned with the following INTASC Standards for
teacher professional development. Additionally, I considered how studying my own practice in
line with INTASC Standards could improve my own instruction and therefore, student learning.
My purpose of this study was to build a set of best practices for my teaching and therefore
expand my students’ ability to learn. The research questions for this study were:
How do my interactions with students change after applying Evidence Based Practices,
real world utility, and Culturally Responsive Pedagogy? Data gathered from a focus on this
question was used to test student engagement and understanding of the content in my classroom.
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How do different assessments affect student comprehension? Data gathered from a focus
on this question was used to test student engagement and understanding of the content in my
classroom.
How does planning affect student comprehension? Data gathered from a focus on this
question was used to test student engagement and understanding of the content in my classroom.
INTASC Standards
The INTASC Standards are a series of core standards that apply to all teachers. These
standards make sure that teachers are held to rules that encourage good teaching and act as
borders in which that good teaching should take place. The standards I will be focusing most on
in this action research project are:
III. Instructional Practice
Standard 6: Assessment—The teacher understands and uses multiple methods of
assessment to engage learners in their own growth, to monitor learner progress, and to
guide the teacher’s and learner’s decision making.
Standard 7: Planning for Instruction—The teacher plans instruction that supports every
student in meeting rigorous learning goals by drawing upon knowledge of content areas,
curriculum, cross-disciplinary skills, and pedagogy, as well as knowledge of learners and
the community context.
Standard 8: Instructional Strategies—The teacher understands and uses a variety of
instructional strategies to encourage learners to develop deep understanding of content
areas and their connections, and to build skills to apply knowledge in meaningful ways
(University of Hawaiʻi at Mānoa College of Education).
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These will be the guidelines I use in my planning for experimentation and data collection. By
using each standard in my practice I will attempt to improve my Instructional Practice and take
data to show how this has happened.
Methods and Procedures
Because my purpose was to describe my own teaching practice as well as how I use data
to improve my own practice in line with the INTASC professional standards, it was important to
choose a method that could account for both what the standards are for teachers and how I was
paying attention to my own practice through data collection to improve it. Accordingly, this
study was designed as an action research study.
Action research allows teachers to become introspective in an actionable way. It gives
them a way to test themselves and new horizons to work towards. It also ensures that a teacher is
thinking about their practice and continuing to improve it. It may dispel misconceptions that a
certain part of their teaching is good practice or open them up to a new way of teaching that is
better than their current one. Overall, it means that a teacher will be getting better in some way,
and therefore improving the experience of learning for their students.
Data Collection
The basic steps in action research are 1) identify a topic or issue to study, 2) collect data
related to the chosen topic or issue, 3) analyze and interpret the collected data, and 4) carry out
action planning, which represents the application of the action research results. Data collection in
an action research project typically is related to the topic or issues, and provides answers
pertinent to the research questions. As Padak and Padak observe, “Any information that can help
you answer your questions is data” (1994). Therefore, I used a variety of data collection tools
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related to my topic to ensure the validity of my results. Furthermore, I adhered to the following
four characteristics in determining the data I would collect for my study, 1) anonymity of
students, 2) comparison in data collection was built in so that the results could be judged against
themselves both before and after the intervention period, 3) aspects of performance to be
examined were identified prior to data collection so that the information was relevant and
connected to the research questions, and 4) a variety of data was collected so that different
aspects of the topic could be brought to light (Padak and Padak, 1994). Finally, because I was
studying my own practice while I was in the middle of said practice, I acknowledge the
“spiraling nature” of data collection in action research (Padak and Padak, 1994). By focusing on
data in connection to my research questions, my attention turned to other pieces of data that
emerged in relation to my questions. These emergent data pieces were included as part of the
study as they had relevance to my research questions.
Because my research questions focus on the relationship I have with and the learning of
my students, I chose to collect data that would provide information about how my practice and
the interventions I identified aligned with the research topic. The types of data I chose to collect
are described next.
First Type of Data Collected
My first type of data will come from my own journal entries. I will make note of the
interactions I have with students and their overall comprehension as well as the preparations I
am doing to get these results.
Second Type of Data Collected
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My next type of data will come from observations from my cooperating teacher. I will
record both things she says I need to improve on and things she approves of.
Third Type of Data Collected
I will also collect my assessments and how they change over time.
Fourth Type of Data Collected
Lastly, I will collect my lesson plans. I hope to compare them with my journal entries to
see a sort of before and after view.
Context of the Study
The location of my study is a small high school in a rural area of Oregon. Most classes in
this school have around 20-25 students. Elective classes like the ones in which I have been a
teacher candidate typically have closer to 35, but may have as few as 20 in a more advanced
class that necessitates prerequisites.
The school is organized into departments. There are professional development days
occasionally throughout the year, but most meetings happen weekly within department PLCs. As
there are only two people in the visual art department (three if you count me), our meetings are
usually informal. I am mentored one-on-one and through observation by my cooperating teacher.
She is also helping the other teacher get settled as he is in his first year of teaching at this school,
and in his first year of teaching art.
I teach in a mixed grade classroom with students from 9th to 12th grade, as you can take
my subject at any time. This school is on a quarter schedule meaning most teachers have three
different class periods at 90 minutes each, and one 90 minute prep period. For elective classes
like the visual arts, classes change every 9 weeks, at the end of each quarter. The classes my
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cooperating teacher teaches throughout the year include Drawing and Painting, Crafts, Advanced
Art, and three levels of Graphic Design. I primarily focused on the Crafts classes which
specialize in three dimensional art works, and other projects that don't focus on drawing.
There are special considerations for the student population; there are ELLs, IEPs, and
TAG.
Because this study was designed using an action research approach, the main participant
in the study is myself, as the teacher. As my learning progressed throughout my student teaching
program, I became interested in a number of ideas that would help me to improve my instruction.
Ultimately, I decided to focus on the main research areas outlined in my research question. To
lend credibility to the results I will share from my self-study of my practice, it is important to
describe my role in the classroom where I teach. In this section I will
focus on describing my own classroom and my role as the teacher.
This is my first year in the classroom. For the first quarter, I just observed and only
occasionally helped with instruction. During 2nd quarter, I began by observing my cooperating
teacher and eventually taught a few lessons. For quarter 3 I took over a crafts class entirely.
How I Will Study My Teaching
I will be taking data down a little before and throughout the third quarter at my school. I
will take notes on my own teaching each day and focus on the changes I put in place, along with
any other noteworthy interactions or events that may later be useful as data. I will collect
examples of my assessments to show how they have and have not changed over time. I will save
my lesson plans to show how they may have changed in practice and give perspective to my
work notes.
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Chapter 4
Presentation and Discussion Findings
My data collection focused on qualitative research conducted on my own teaching
practices and the evolution of those practices during the 2021-2022 school year as part of my
Western Oregon University graduate practicum. I used qualitative data focused on my research
questions to investigate them. The following sections detail the results of this qualitative
research. The research questions I asked included the following:
1. How do my interactions with students change after applying Evidence Based Practices,
real world utility, and Culturally Responsive Pedagogy?
2. How do different assessments affect student comprehension?
3. How does planning affect student comprehension?
I used these research questions as I studied my journal entries, observations from my
coordinating teacher, my assessments, and my lesson plans. The bulleted sections in this chapter
are direct examples of journal entries or observations from my cooperating teacher.
Data Analysis of Research Question 1
How do my interactions with students change after applying Evidence Based Practices, real
world utility, and Culturally Responsive Pedagogy? Data gathered from a focus on this question
was used to test student engagement and understanding of the content in my classroom.
My relationship with my students in the quarter 3 Crafts class started out pretty rocky. It
was my first time taking over a class entirely. There were several students I needed to focus on
building a relationship with so that I had the respect I needed to improve my classroom
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management. I used the principles of evidence based practices, real world utility, and culturally
responsive pedagogy to build up my relationship with those students and the whole class.
First Type of Data Collected
My first type of data came from my own journal entries.
These notes were taken close to the end of quarter 2, I was wrapping up that quarter while
planning to teach my first class quarter 3.
January 31st
● Talked with [R] about d&d and her projects
● Checked in with students to make sure they are on track for turning in all missing work
February 1st
● Worked on toothpick and marshmallow activity
● Worked on warmups
● Caught up students that had been gone
These are a list of things I planned to work on starting at the beginning of the 3rd quarter.
February 2nd
● Greeting students at door
● Learn and use names
● Thanks and apologies when things shared, keeping an even tone
● Teach and reteach expectations
● Connect art to real world application
Second Type of Data Collected
My next type of data will come from observations from my cooperating teacher.
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These notes span the first two days of the quarter when I was focusing on relationship
building and classroom expectations with my students. The students were enrolled in the 3rd
quarter of Crafts and I had not had interactions with many of them prior to the day before these
notes were taken. Though this class includes students in grades 9 through 12, a majority of the
class was made up of students in 9th and 10th grade
February 8th
● NEVER talk while they are talking. Especially not when they are a new group of
students. Make sure you set that standard early. It's hard but it's worth it!
● Good job getting in on the Bingo. It's good to demonstrate walking around and meeting
new students.
● Good job saying "Name that's in the gradebook" instead of legal name or "real" name!
February 9th
● I know this isn't fun stuff, but try and bring some more energy to instructions. You'll lose
kids pretty quickly if you don't seem invested in what you're teaching.
● I'd give them a break between the syllabus and Google classroom. Ask them to do a turn
and talk like: what's one thing that's going to be hard for you? Ask for 1-2 people to share,
then give them a 3 minute break. Have them get out their chromebooks during that time.
● Remind students that you've got fidgets if they need them
● For circles, I would do two rounds of fun weird things. If they are a little bit more specific
and weird, students tend to have more buy-in - like it's a question they don't get asked
alot. "What's your favorite hot drink?" "What's the best present you've ever received or
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given?" "What's your favorite type of cereal?" "What was your favorite movie or story as
a kid?" "If you could have any animal as a pet - real or imaginary - what would you pick?"
February 11th
This is one of the first days where I started to see changes in my interactions with
students.
● You had a really good handle on them today! There was some talking over you, but not
nearly as much as the day before.
● Good job getting things graded quickly too. That helps with student buy-in. They know
now if they participate, they'll get a good grade. If they cut corners, it will bring their
grade down a bit.
● You just told them to move and they mostly listened! Good!
February 24th
This is at the beginning of an embroidery unit with the same students, the second unit
that I gave that term.
● So, I will still leave you some notes today on things you might want to change BUT I
want to be sure you know how well you are doing. As you know this is my first time
being a Teacher Mentor, and I didn't realize how rewarding it would be to see you really
really take over. This truly feels like your classroom. I don't know what it is, but it feels
like you came into class today, totally ready to be in charge - with all the confidence you
needed. You are doing great!
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● This is a similar note to what I had when I was student teaching: make sure to put some
enthusiasm in your tone. That was embroidery! That's amazing! It looks soooo much like a
painting.
(It takes some time to remember to put that energy into your instruction. I think part of
the trick of it is, finding lesson plans that you've introduced enough times that you no
longer have to think too much about what you're doing, and it gets easier to remember
that the art you're showing them is VERY cool.)
Third Type of Data Collected
I will also collect my assessments and how they change over time.
As I continued to interact with students, I made realizations about how checking in with
students throughout the class, checking for understanding during presentations, and mini
conferences with students were actually also valuable formative assessments. These assessment
tools helped me to improve my relationship with students, as well as the obvious benefit of
learning what to re-teach and what specific students needed more help with.
Checking in with students: This is usually me circulating through the class, asking if
anyone needs help, and volunteering help if I can already see it is needed. My go to phrases when
checking in with a table are “how is everyone doing?” and “Just checking in, can I help
anyone?”.
Checking for understanding: A technique I learned from my cooperating teacher. This
often looks like slides that I will rest on, ask the class to discuss with their table mates, and then
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later will check with the whole class about. Here is an example from a ceramics introduction
slideshow:
Figure 1:
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Figure 2:

Mini Conferences: I check in with each student over a period of several days, bringing
them up to the front of the room. I keep track of who I have seen on a spreadsheet. One set of
questions I gave the quarter 3 crafts class during the first unit of the term, collage, was:
How are you doing?
How is the project going?
Do you need any help with it right now?
Do you need anything else; extra materials or more time outside of class?
Fourth Type of Data Collected
Lastly, I will collect my lesson plans.
These are the plans for my second and third units of quarter 3 crafts; embroidery and
ceramics. I will be referring back to these for the rest of this paper for my lesson plan data.
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Figure 3:
Understanding By Design Unit Template
Title of Unit

Embroidery

Curriculum
Area
Developed By

Art

Grade Level

high school - mixed
grades
Time Frame
90 minutes, one
week (flexible)

Genevieve Hardin
Identify Desired Results (Stage 1)

Content Standards
Art
HS Proficient VA.2.CR2.HS1 1. Experiment, innovate, and take risks to pursue ideas, forms, and
meanings that emerge in the process of art making or designing with attention to quality
craftsmanship and organizational structures (i.e. elements and principles of design, composition)
HS Proficient VA.3.CR3.HS1 2. Analyze and reflect on how the elements and principles of design
and other experimental approaches are working to convey the artistic intention and make necessary
adjustments for the most effective solution.
HS Proficient VA.11.CO2.HS1 1. Access, evaluate and use internal and external resources, such as
cultural and societal knowledge, experiences, interests, and research and exemplary works to create
artwork.
Understandings
Overarching Understanding
That embroidery is a complex, time consuming artform
that spans many cultures and looks different in each.

Related Misconceptions

Essential Questions
Overarching
Topical
What is art?
What is
embroidery?
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Embroidery is a craft, not real art.
Only women can do embroidery.
Embroidery only looks one way.

Knowledge
Students will know…

Skills
Students will be able to…

About Chinese silk embroidery.
About Otomi embroidery.
About Freestyle embroidery.
That there are many types of embroidery including
those above.

Stitch three different kinds of stitches.
Thread a needle.

Assessment Evidence (Stage 2)
Performance Task Description
Goal
To teach embroidery to a high school class.
You are the teacher. You will display pictures of embroidery on the
projector and give specific facts and information about the types of embroidery
Role
shown, which type of embroidery we will be doing, a couple of specific stitches
to get started, and the requirements of the assignment.
Audience
Cooperating Teacher, high school class
Students will first do a warm up sketch, then use an interactive note taking
Situation hand out, and talk in small groups intermittently about different topics.
Afterwards they will watch a demonstration of the two given stitches.
Product/Perfor
Students will fill out the interactive notetaking, complete an embroidery
mance project, and self grade with a rubric and deconstructed artist statement.
HS Proficient VA.2.CR2.HS1 1. Experiment, innovate, and take risks to
pursue ideas, forms, and meanings that emerge in the process of art making or
designing with attention to quality craftsmanship and organizational structures
(i.e. elements and principles of design, composition)
Standards
HS Proficient VA.3.CR3.HS1 2. Analyze and reflect on how the elements and
principles of design and other experimental approaches are working to convey
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the artistic intention and make necessary adjustments for the most effective
solution.
HS Proficient VA.11.CO2.HS1 1. Access, evaluate and use internal and external
resources, such as cultural and societal knowledge, experiences, interests, and
research and exemplary works to create artwork.
Other Evidence

Learning Plan (Stage 3)
Where are your students headed?
Where have they been? How will
you make sure the students know
where they are going?
How will you hook students at the
beginning of the unit?
What events will help students
experience and explore the big idea
and questions in the unit? How will
you equip them with needed skills
and knowledge?
How will you cause students to
reflect and rethink? How will you
guide them in rehearsing, revising,
and refining their work?

Students have just finished a collage assignment, the
first project in the term. I let them know the lesson
sequence at the beginning of the term, and remind them of
what we are doing next a little while before.
Show them some examples of masterpiece
embroidery and teach them a little about each.
Seeing and learning about different forms of
embroidery that they are probably used to. Experiencing
the labor that goes into just freestyle, arguably the easiest
form of embroidery.

have them discuss in small groups about the
artwork shown. Learning through the experience of
creating the work, giving input where needed, introducing
them to two possible stitches but having them find at least
the third themselves.
How will you help students to exhibit Guided notes
and self-evaluate their growing skills, Pre-work sketch
knowledge, and understanding
Utilizing a rubric
throughout the unit?
Sticky note critique - leave synthesized artist statement by
your project.
How will you tailor and otherwise
The guided notes have sentence frames and fill in the
personalize the learning plan to
blank notes from the slideshow. They will also have a few
optimize the engagement and
short answer questions involving choosing the right stitch
effectiveness of ALL students,
for a job and the simplified requirements for the project.
without compromising the goals of
everything will be available in spanish. An interactive
the unit?
handout during the presentation that they can refer back to
for the rest of the project.
How will you organize and sequence give out the rubrics early, allowing them to make sure
the learning activities to optimize the they are doing what they need to to get the grade they
want.
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engagement and achievement of
ALL students?

Figure 4:
Teacher Candidate: Genevieve Hardin Date of Lesson: 3/3/22 - 3/14/22
Lesson Title/Description: Ceramics Introduction
Lesson # 1 of
Time Allotted for this Lesson: 90 minutes
8
Standards:
Central Focus:
HS Proficient
Learn the basic concepts and protocols
VA.1.CR1.HS1
surrounding ceramics.
3. Individually and/or
collaboratively design
an
object or artwork that is
based on a need,
theme, or aesthetics
that demonstrates
developing technical
skill.

Learning Targets:
Identify norms and expectations of a
ceramic classroom
Give three examples of dangers or
policies of working with clay
Use concepts of positive and negative
space to design a scratch art piece.

HS Proficient
VA.2.CR2.HS1
1. Experiment,
innovate, and take risks
to pursue ideas, forms,
and meanings that
emerge in the process
of art making or
designing with
attention to quality
craftsmanship and
organizational
structures (i.e. elements
and principles of
design, composition).
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
These students have varying experiences in ceramics. Some have used it many times, others just a few
times, and most have no experience at all.
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How I know the students have this:
Conversations with the students
Raise-hands survey
Talking to the teacher
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
ceramics, rib, slip, score, needle tool, pinch pot, coil, handbuilding, slab, greenware, bisqueware,
leatherhard, bone dry
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Vocabulary:
● Posted around classroom
● slideshow; important sections are highlighted
● demonstration
Discourse:
● Turn and talk, modeling some sentence possibilities for their conversations.
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Building on already established safety norms.
Scratch art is something that most of my students are familiar with. It will give them some time to unwind
and express their creativity after so many policies and procedures have been gone through.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
Vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with accompanying images. All writing has both English
and Spanish provided. I will present the information in both slideshow and demonstration format in order to
make sure the instructions sink in.
I have a student with a 504 for generalized Anxiety Disorder and possibly ADHD, combined presentation.
This limits their concentration, thinking, and learning. They have anxiety around asking for help and a
difficulty remembering and keeping track of things. Their accommodations are access to the teacher’s notes
(I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in the class has missed something they can catch
themselves up there), access to a water bottle (this is allowed for all my students), a universal pass (they
have it and I respect it discreetly), frequent checks for understanding (I am constantly doing this for this
student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one), preferential seating (I worked with all of
my students to create a seating chart that would work for them), and periodic check ins (I am constantly
doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one).
I have another student with an IEP for health impairments. Their accommodations are up to five minute
breaks in assessments or long assignments (I give this option to all of my students), checks for
understanding (I am constantly doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one
on one), a copy of the teachers notes on request (I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in
the class has missed something they can catch themselves up there), and step by step instructions on request
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(I give these verbally, on google classroom, in a presentation, and while I am modeling things for the whole
class. I also provide handouts when it is a longer, more complex project).

What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
slideshow
Google Classroom
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
sketchbooks
pen/pencils
projector
black paint
liquid soap
sponge brushes
palate
previously created pastel covered cardstock
table tarp
scratching tools: tacks, paper clips, clay tools, mechanical pencils
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
Include evidence of student engagement that
observe and check with students to be sure they you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
are engaged in the learning.
learning
Time Motivation/Hook:
Motivation/Hook:
5
“Today we will be starting our ceramics unit! I
Students will sketch a tea cup, focused work for
minut know many of you have been looking forward
5 minutes is expected, chatting with friends is
es
to this, now is the time! We will also be
allowed at this time as long as work continues.
continuing work on our DIY Scratch arts today.”
Put up the warmup of the day: Draw a teacup
● Look for focused sketching and phones
out
● Do attendance
30
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Present the introduction to ceramics slideshow
● Inform them on which slides they should
take notes on (also bold/italicize)
● Q&A at key points to make sure the
information has been received
Have them write down the three things they
found most important about the presentation.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Take notes on important safety concerns in
sketchbook (not all, just highlighted):
● What makes a ceramic project break?
● What makes a ceramics project explode
in the kiln?
● What types of projects are unexceptable?
Write down three things they found most
important about the presentation.
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Call a 5 minute brain break, let them know we
will be continuing the scratch art assignment
when they get back.
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Break for 5 minutes to stretch and chat with
classmates casually
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Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Scratch Art:
- Review Scratch art slideshow
- Leave instruction slide up during worktime
- Assist students with getting materials - paint,
liquid soap
- Advise students on their designs, check off
who has them done and who needs more help.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

5
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Clean up:
- Put up the clean up guide slide
- Look for students helping each other
- Look for off-task behavior

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

1min
s

Scratch Art:
- Collect materials - paint, liquid soap, palate,
foam brush, previously created pastel covered
cardstock, table tarp
- While the layers of paint dry, sketch out three
plans for designs that focus on positive and
negative space
- Check these designs with the teacher
- Collect scratch tools of their own choice and
begin putting their design onto the scratch art

Clean up:
- Put away tools
- Put your project in your cubby
- Wipe down tarp
-Put away tarp
- Sweep floors
Closure:
Closure:
- Today we should have finished some important Listen to the review of today and tomorrow
notes on safety and good classroom practices.
- Tomorrow we will start on our pinch pot
teacups!

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
One on one mini conferences throughout work time.
Sketchbook check.

HOW SPECIFIC PRACTICES AFFECT TEACHING
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Scaffolded learning (this is the first layer of the scaffold): I find out what my students know and introduce
them to new things.
Gradual release of responsibility: I give them a lot of information today, then give them an easier lesson to
feed their creativity.
Mastery learning: the first step is learning the bare bones of what we will be doing, and the safety rules
involved.
Backward design: I planned all of this backward from
Modeling (Barak Rosenshine)
These reflection questions are provided to help you think about your lessons AFTER you have taught them.
Please complete these questions after you’ve taught to help you with your instructional commentary, and
then delete the reflections when you submit your lesson plans for you edTPA.
Reflection:
Did all the students meet the learning target? How do you know?
Identify norms and expectations of a ceramic classroom
Most students did, notes were taken in their sketch books.
Give three examples of dangers or technical pieces of working with clay
Most students did, notes were taken in their sketch books.
Use concepts of positive and negative space
Most students did not, we ran out of time to finish the project.
Lesson Title/Description: Pinch Pot Teacups (Introductory)
Lesson # 2 of
Time Allotted for this Lesson: 90 minutes
8
Standards:
Central Focus: Students will learn how
HS Proficient
to form a pinch pot, make a coil and
VA.1.CR1.HS1
use them as tools to make other things.
3. Individually and/or
Students will understand and use the
collaboratively design
slip and score method. Students will
an object or artwork
gain experience in ceramics and build
that is based on a need, on their previous experience in
theme, or aesthetics
ceramics to make a project of their own
that demonstrates
design.
developing technical
skill.
HS Proficient
VA.3.CR3.HS1
3. Utilize personal
reflection and critical
feedback to refine and
improve technical
proficiency,

Learning Targets:
Given a presentation on pinch pots,
students will be able to create a pinch
pot that has walls no thicker than your
pinky finger, consistent walls with no
overly thick or thin sections, and is at
least as tall as it is wide.

HOW SPECIFIC PRACTICES AFFECT TEACHING
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intentionality, aesthetic
judgment and
expressive capability.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Beginner students. They do not need any practical experience in ceramics for this lesson; they have had one
lesson on general ceramics knowledge and norms. Students have gone over rubrics and the difference
between a score of 5 or 4 (exceeding vrs meeting criteria). They understand that they need to go beyond the
rubric to get an A.
How I know the students have this:
I taught the previous class to them.
I taught them about rubrics in a mini lesson earlier this year.
Conversation with students.
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
pinch pot, ceramics, rib, needle tool, score and slip
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Vocabulary:
Have the vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with accompanying images.
Slides available on Google Classroom with definitions.
Slides available as paper handouts.
Discourse:
Everyday conversation about their projects and the techniques they are using.
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson.
Connections to a prior lesson of general ceramics knowledge:
● classroom norms: clean up, safety, vocabulary
While introducing lesson rubric, remind students of our short rubric lesson.
Connect this lesson to the idea of tea cups in stores, let them know this is a technical lesson where they are
trying to get as close to that as possible.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
All writing has both English and Spanish provided. I will present the information in both slideshow and
demonstration format in order to make sure the instructions sink in.
I have a student with a 504 for generalized Anxiety Disorder and possibly ADHD, combined presentation.
This limits their concentration, thinking, and learning. They have anxiety around asking for help and a
difficulty remembering and keeping track of things. Their accommodations are access to the teacher’s notes
(I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in the class has missed something they can catch
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themselves up there), access to a water bottle (this is allowed for all my students), a universal pass (they
have it and I respect it discreetly), frequent checks for understanding (I am constantly doing this for this
student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one), preferential seating (I worked with all of
my students to create a seating chart that would work for them), and periodic check ins (I am constantly
doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one).
I have another student with an IEP for health impairments. Their accommodations are up to five minute
breaks in assessments or long assignments (I give this option to all of my students), checks for
understanding (I am constantly doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one
on one), a copy of the teachers notes on request (I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in
the class has missed something they can catch themselves up there), and step by step instructions on request
(I give these verbally, on google classroom, in a presentation, and while I am modeling things for the whole
class. I also provide handouts when it is a longer, more complex project).
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
A slideshow presentation.
The slideshow(s) will be available on Google Classroom. Also, video links to artists using pinch pots.
Online tutorial
Elspeth Owen: Unavoidable Knowledge
Leanne McClurg
A list and some information about pinch pot artists
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
clay, clay boards, ribs, projector, handouts
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be sure they
are engaged in the learning.
Time Motivation/Hook:
5
“You have seen teacups in stores right? That is
minut what we are aiming for with this lesson. We
es
want to get as close to that as possible so that
we know the techniques involved super well.”
Put up Drawing Warmup: Draw a huge teacup
- Do attendance
- Watch for focused work

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
learning
Motivation/Hook:
recall examples of pinch pots

Use the concepts of perspective or comparison to
draw a huge teacup. Focused work for 5 minutes
is expected, chatting with friends is allowed at
this time as long as work continues.
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10
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Pinch pot slide introduction
● inform students of important sections on
which to take notes
● give breaks to turn and talk
● Show a video of Elspeth Owen.
Introduce pinch pots and review the
process of set up and clean up*.
● Slides
● Pinchpot Teacup Slides
●
● * Set up: get clay boards, clay tools,
● Clean up: wrap projects properly, scrape
clay boards, wipe down tables, sweep,
clean clay tools, put clay tool buckets
back
●
● Watch for: students on phones, Students
without their sketchbook to take notes,
students who do not have their materials
Demonstration of making a pinch pot:
● Start with rolling a sphere
● after that the clay should touch the board
as little as possible to keep its shape and
moisture
● thumb to center of sphere, press in until
a pinky width from your palm
● pinch outwards from the center while
turning
● make sure your base is a good thickness
before moving upwards
● “a bowl not a plate”
● once your pot is formed, smooth inside
and outside with any combination of
clay tools and your own hands
Ask for any questions.
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Pinch pot slide introduction
● Take notes on highlighted and bolded
sections in their own words.
● Talk to peers about the topic presented
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Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observe and hand out clay
Observation:
● assist students one on one with specific
struggles/questions
● ensure safety precautions are kept up:
masks, proper use of art materials
varia
ble:
durin
g
work
time

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Collect supplies:
● clay
● clay boards
work time:
students create their own pinch pots

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Hand out rubrics and remind students of lesson
criteria.

If students are finished they can look over their
rubric and make sure all criteria are met for the
pinch pot part of the assignment.
Work time

10
Closure:
minut
es
“Today we should have the pinch pot finished,
so that is the main part of our teacup done.
Tomorrow we will add on the foot and handle,
so make sure you wrap your projects well in
order to keep them malleable”

Closure:
Listen and mentally orient themselves in the part
of the project they are in.

Clean up: wrap projects properly, scrape clay
boards, wipe down tables, sweep, clean clay
tools, put clay tool buckets back

Re-introduce clean up
look for movement, volume level, level of
completion of clean up.
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
Pinch pot teacup Rubric and the pinch pot teacup itself
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Scaffolded learning (this is the second, third, and fourth layer of the scaffold), linked to the socio-cultural
theory of Vygotsky.
Gradual release of responsibility
Bloom’s Mastery Learning
Backward Design (Wiggins and McTighe)
Modeling (Barak Rosenshine)
These reflection questions are provided to help you think about your lessons AFTER you have taught them.
Please complete these questions after you’ve taught to help you with your instructional commentary, and
then delete the reflections when you submit your lesson plans for you edTPA.
Reflection:
Did all the students meet the learning target? How do you know?
No, some did not finish completing their pinch pot.

Reflection:
2. Describe any changes you made as you were teaching the lesson.
I gave them a one minute brain break in between instruction and demonstration as they were struggling to
stay focused.

Reflection:
3. What would you change about this lesson plan before you teach it again? Pay attention to situations
where students either did not learn or already knew.
I will ask students to collect their own clay, because I was mostly stuck in the back of the room, some
behavior issues occurred.

Lesson Title/Description: Pinch Pot Teacups (assembly)
Lesson # 3 of 3

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 90 minutes

HOW SPECIFIC PRACTICES AFFECT TEACHING

Standards:
HS Proficient
VA.1.CR1.HS1
3. Individually and/or
collaboratively design
an object or artwork
that is based on a need,
theme, or aesthetics
that demonstrates
developing technical
skill.

Central Focus: Students will learn how
to form a pinch pot, make a coil and
use them as tools to make other things.
Students will understand and use the
slip and score method. Students will
gain experience in ceramics and build
on their previous experience in
ceramics to make a project of their own
design.
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Learning Targets: Students will learn
how to make a handle and foot for a
teacup out of coil. They will then neatly
attach those elements to their pinch pot
from the previous day, and smooth out
any sharp edges, bumpy areas, and
remove any stray pieces of clay.
Through this they will be learning
craftsmanship when working with
ceramics (smoothing, shaping, knowing
when to add more detail and when to
wait for the clay to dry more).

HS Proficient
VA.3.CR3.HS1
3. Utilize personal
reflection and critical
feedback to refine and
improve technical
proficiency,
intentionality, aesthetic
judgment and
expressive capability.

Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills:
Completing the previous lesson of making a pinch pot. They have learned how to manipulate the clay by
pinching and smoothing.
How I know the students have this:
I taught the previous lesson yesterday, students have their pinch pots from yesterday.
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
pinch pot, ceramics, rib, needle tool, slip and score, coil, greenware, bisqueware, leatherhard, bone dry
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Vocabulary:
Have the vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with accompanying images.
Slides available on Google Classroom with definitions.
Slides available as paper handouts.
Syntax:
A series of questions attached to their final rubric that they will respond to in full sentences.
Discourse:
Everyday discussion about their projects with the teacher and their fellow students.
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Building on the previous class Students already know that they will be adding a foot and handle and they
have more experience with using the material. Comparing slip and score to velcro and glue.
Students will still be thinking about manufactured teacups and attempting to emulate that.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
A rubric in both English and Spanish will be provided, vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with
accompanying images. All writing has both English and Spanish provided. I will present the information in
both slideshow and demonstration format in order to make sure the instructions sink in.
I have a student with a 504 for generalized Anxiety Disorder and possibly ADHD, combined presentation.
This limits their concentration, thinking, and learning. They have anxiety around asking for help and a
difficulty remembering and keeping track of things. Their accommodations are access to the teacher’s notes
(I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in the class has missed something they can catch
themselves up there), access to a water bottle (this is allowed for all my students), a universal pass (they
have it and I respect it discreetly), frequent checks for understanding (I am constantly doing this for this
student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one), preferential seating (I worked with all of
my students to create a seating chart that would work for them), and periodic check ins (I am constantly
doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one).
I have another student with an IEP for health impairments. Their accommodations are up to five minute
breaks in assessments or long assignments (I give this option to all of my students), checks for
understanding (I am constantly doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one
on one), a copy of the teachers notes on request (I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in
the class has missed something they can catch themselves up there), and step by step instructions on request
(I give these verbally, on google classroom, in a presentation, and while I am modeling things for the whole
class. I also provide handouts when it is a longer, more complex project).
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
A slideshow presentation.
The slideshow(s) will be available on Google Classroom. Also, video links to artists using pinch pots.
Online tutorial
Elspeth Owen: Unavoidable Knowledge
Leanne McClurg
A list and some information about pinch pot artists
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Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
clay, clay boards, ribs, needle tools, assorted clay tools, kiln, sketchbooks and pencils for those who need
them

Time
10
minut
es

Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be sure
they are engaged in the learning.
Motivation/Hook:
Remind them what we are making, pictures of
finished teacups.
Slideshow review, more focus on the second
half which describes adding the foot and
handle.
Pinchpot Teacup Slides

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
learning
Motivation/Hook:
Review notes from the previous lesson and
re-orient themselves

Draw a tiny teacup, making sure to indicate size
Put up Warmup Slide: Draw a tiny teacup, make through perspective, comparison, or some other
sure you show that it is tiny through
way.
perspective, comparison, or some other way.
Dibuja una taza de té pequeña, asegúrate de
mostrar que es pequeña a través de la
perspectiva, la comparación o de alguna otra
manera.
Watch for: students on phones, Students without
their sketchbook, students who do not have
their materials
5
minut
es

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Demonstration of making coils for a foot and a
handle. Demonstration of attaching them to the
previously made pinch pot through slip and
score.

Observation and questions.

Hand out teacup rubric, review 5 vrs 4

Turn to a classmate and talk about something
they think they will struggle with or something
they are excited to do on this assignment
Write down a way you could get a 5 in three
different categories.
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65
minut
es

10
minut
es

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Observation:
● Hand out rubrics if not already passed
out
● assist students one on one with specific
struggles/questions
● ensure safety precautions are kept up:
masks, proper use of art materials

work time: attach foot and handle, focus on
craftsmanship section of the rubric after that.

Closure:
“Today we finished our teacup projects, if they
have reached leatherhard they can be set on the
racks. Next class we will be going over our next
ceramic project, the animal pinch pot project.”

Closure:
Listen and mentally orient themselves in the part
of the project they are in and recognize what is
next.

Re-introduce clean up
look for movement, volume level, level of
completion of clean up.
Ask students to discuss their plans for the next
project at their tables when finished.

If students are finished they can look over their
rubric and make sure all criteria are met for the
assignment. If finished, they will self grade and
turn in their rubric and teacup.

Clean up: wrap projects properly, scrape clay
boards, wipe down tables, sweep, clean clay
tools, put clay tool buckets back
Discuss plans for the next projects with their
peers at their tables once finished.

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
Pinch pot teacup Rubric and the pinch pot teacup itself
Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Scaffolded learning (this is the second, third, and fourth layer of the scaffold), linked to the socio-cultural
theory of Vygotsky.
Gradual release of responsibility
Bloom’s Mastery Learning
Backward Design (Wiggins and McTighe)
Modeling (Barak Rosenshine)

Lesson Title/Description: Pinch pot Animals (introduction)
Lesson # 1 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 90 minutes
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Standards:

Central Focus: Students will learn how
to form a pinch pot, make a coil and
HS Advanced
use them as tools to make other things.
VA.1.CR1.HS3
Students will understand and use the
3. With a clear
slip and score method. Students will
intention, individually
gain experience in ceramics and build
design an object or
on their previous experience in
artwork that is based on ceramics to make a project of their own
aesthetics, original
design.
idea, or critical
observation that
demonstrates good
technical skill.
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Learning Targets: Students will
conceptualize three sketches depicting
their subject ideas, at least one element
of texture, and good support. They will
then choose one to continue with and
begin work on that project. They will
also choose between two base options;
the planter or the bubble buddy and
finish that base by the end of class.

HS Proficient
VA.5.PR2.HS1
3. Write an artist
statement that includes
artistic intention,
processes, and
specialized language.
HS Proficient
VA.9.RE3.HS1
1. Use art vocabulary to
express preferences
about an artwork either
orally or in writing.
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: How to make a pinch pot, how to slip and score.
How I know the students have this: Students have previously completed a pinch pot teacup.
Academic language that will be used in lesson:
pinch pot, ceramics, rib, needle tool, slip and score, coil, greenware, bisqueware, leatherhard, bone dry,
handbuilding
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Vocabulary:
Have the vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with accompanying images.
Slides available on Google Classroom with definitions.
Slides available as paper handouts.
Discourse:
Students will be asked to discuss difficult parts of the project together.
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Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Building on their experience with pinch pots and slip and score additions to pieces.
Students will be encouraged to incorporate patterns, styles, and animals from their lives.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
A rubric in both English and Spanish will be provided, vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with
accompanying images. All writing has both English and Spanish provided. I will present the information in
both slideshow and demonstration format in order to make sure the instructions sink in.
I have a student with a 504 for generalized Anxiety Disorder and possibly ADHD, combined presentation.
This limits their concentration, thinking, and learning. They have anxiety around asking for help and a
difficulty remembering and keeping track of things. Their accommodations are access to the teacher’s notes
(I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in the class has missed something they can catch
themselves up there), access to a water bottle (this is allowed for all my students), a universal pass (they
have it and I respect it discreetly), frequent checks for understanding (I am constantly doing this for this
student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one), preferential seating (I worked with all of
my students to create a seating chart that would work for them), and periodic check ins (I am constantly
doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one).
I have another student with an IEP for health impairments. Their accommodations are up to five minute
breaks in assessments or long assignments (I give this option to all of my students), checks for
understanding (I am constantly doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one
on one), a copy of the teachers notes on request (I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in
the class has missed something they can catch themselves up there), and step by step instructions on request
(I give these verbally, on google classroom, in a presentation, and while I am modeling things for the whole
class. I also provide handouts when it is a longer, more complex project).
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Google Classroom
Google Slides
Projector
Paper instruction handouts
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Projector
computer
clay boards
clay
clay tools
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slip
paper instruction handouts
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be sure they
are engaged in the learning.
Time Motivation/Hook:
5-10 Warmup: Draw your favorite animal
minut Focus on the features, what is the difference
es
between a drawing of a cat and a drawing of a
dog?
“Last time we finished our teacups, and now we
are moving on to the next project. This is one
where I will be asking you to exercise your
creativity! You will have a choice of making a
planter or a sculpture of an animal, but the style,
textures, and features you add will be totally up
to you! Are there any questions before we get
into the details of this project?”
Review of Pinch pots and new requirements
-Slideshow
● Mention that sketching also is a form of
note taking if that works better
● Point out where and on what they should
be taking notes.
-Requirements
- Craftsmanship
- walls no thicker than a pinky finger
- wall consistency
- consistent surface treatment
- no hollow features without holes

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
learning
Motivation/Hook:
Draw their favorite animal, focus on features.
Focused work for 5 minutes is expected, chatting
with friends is allowed at this time as long as
work continues.

10
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Stress that it is important to see this
demonstration and ask questions if you are
unsure about anything.
- Have students in chairs and rings
Demonstration
- Show an example of a finished planter, talk
about how the base form is similar and different
from what we did with the pinch pots.
- Pause and ask for questions

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

Recalling previous work with ceramics and
preparing to choose an animal to focus on.

Take notes on the new requirements
● Take them in whatever way works best
for them.

Take relevant notes for the project you intend to
do.
Ask any questions that they need to.
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- Make the bubble for the bubble buddy
- Pause and ask for questions
- Attach a hollow feature
- Make sure hole is made
- Pause and ask for questions
55-60 Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observation:
● assist students one on one with specific
struggles/questions
● ensure safety precautions are kept up:
masks, proper use of art materials
Observe and assist:
● Hand out clay
● Direct students to supplies if they have
forgotten where they are
Observation:
● assist students one on one with specific
struggles/questions
● ensure safety precautions are kept up:
masks, proper use of art materials

10
Closure:
minut
es
“Today we should have finished our bases,
tomorrow we will move on to adding the
features of our animals.”
Call clean up, put up the clean up slide
look for movement, volume level, level of
completion of clean up, and whether students
are helping their classmates and not just
themselves.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Work time
● Finish three sketches
● Check with the teacher if they need to
change any of their sketches
Collect supplies:
● clay
● clay boards
● tool buckets
● water
● slip
Work time
● Finish their base, whether it is a pinch pot
or a hollow sphere.
● If they finish early they should work on
their independent project, unfinished
work, or plan more thoroughly for the
next class when they will be adding their
features
Closure:
Orient themselves in where they should be and
where they are in the project.
Clean up: wrap projects properly, scrape clay
boards, wipe down tables, sweep, clean clay
tools, put clay tool buckets back

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
Sketches, sketchbook notes, progress on the project
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Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Scaffolded learning (this is the second, third, and fourth layer of the scaffold), linked to the socio-cultural
theory of Vygotsky: I give students gradually more difficult assignments, and they use the skills learned in
previous assignments to support the new ones that they are learning.
Gradual release of responsibility: Now that the students have learned the basics, I am giving them a project
with more freedom.
Bloom’s Mastery Learning: As they become more comfortable with the medium (clay) I introduce new
techniques that the students could use in a variety of ways.
Backward Design (Wiggins and McTighe): I already have the assessment planned from the beginning.
Modeling (Barak Rosenshine): I give direct demonstrations.
These reflection questions are provided to help you think about your lessons AFTER you have taught them.
Please complete these questions after you’ve taught to help you with your instructional commentary, and
then delete the reflections when you submit your lesson plans for you edTPA.
Reflection:
Did all the students meet the learning target? How do you know?
No, most did but there are a few that are behind. I had them show me when they were done with their
sketches, advised them on what they should do to refine the one they chose (if anything), and had them
check their finished base with me before putting it away.
Reflection:
2. Describe any changes you made as you were teaching the lesson.
seating chart
I added showing a finished example of the previous project, a pinch pot teacup, for those still finishing that.
I only demonstrated the base based on progress speed on previous projects to avoid overwhelming them
with information they will not need until the next day.
I had students collect their own clay (pre-cut by me to a good size) to free me up for more one-on-one help.
Reflection:
3. What would you change about this lesson plan before you teach it again? Pay attention to situations
where students either did not learn or already knew.
maybe have all students stand except for those of the table I am demonstrating at.
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Reflection:
4. How did the results of this lesson influence the way that you will teach in the future?
I will definitely be giving them more time at the end of this unit to keep working if this speed of working
continues, some classes are faster or slower than others and that is fine, I will make time for them.
I need to talk to one student in particular next class who keeps destroying his work, as well as another
student who is really struggling getting started.

Lesson Title/Description: Pinch pot Animals
Lesson # 2 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 90 minutes

Standards:
HS Advanced
VA.1.CR1.HS3
3. With a clear
intention, individually
design an object or
artwork that is based on
aesthetics, original
idea, or critical
observation that
demonstrates good
technical skill.
HS Proficient
VA.5.PR2.HS1
3. Write an artist
statement that includes
artistic intention,
processes, and
specialized language.
HS Proficient
VA.9.RE3.HS1
1. Use art vocabulary to
express preferences
about an artwork either
orally or in writing.

Central Focus: Students will learn how
to form a pinch pot, make a coil and
use them as tools to make other things.
Students will understand and use the
slip and score method. Students will
gain experience in ceramics and build
on their previous experience in
ceramics to make a project of their own
design.

Learning Targets: Students will add
animal features on the bases they
created the previous day, whether they
are spheres or bowls. Some of those
features will raise the project off of the
surface of the table.
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Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: How to make a pinch pot, how to slip and score.
How I know the students have this: Students have previously completed a pinch pot teacup.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
pinch pot, ceramics, rib, needle tool, slip and score, coil, greenware, bisqueware, leatherhard, bone dry
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Have the vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with accompanying images.
Slides available on Google Classroom with definitions.
Slides available as paper handouts.
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Building on their experience with pinch pots and slip and score additions to pieces.
Students will be encouraged to incorporate patterns, styles, and animals from their lives.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
A rubric in both English and Spanish will be provided, vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with
accompanying images. All writing has both English and Spanish provided. I will present the information in
both slideshow and demonstration format in order to make sure the instructions sink in.
I have a student with a 504 for generalized Anxiety Disorder and possibly ADHD, combined presentation.
This limits their concentration, thinking, and learning. They have anxiety around asking for help and a
difficulty remembering and keeping track of things. Their accommodations are access to the teacher’s notes
(I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in the class has missed something they can catch
themselves up there), access to a water bottle (this is allowed for all my students), a universal pass (they
have it and I respect it discreetly), frequent checks for understanding (I am constantly doing this for this
student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one), preferential seating (I worked with all of
my students to create a seating chart that would work for them), and periodic check ins (I am constantly
doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one).
I have another student with an IEP for health impairments. Their accommodations are up to five minute
breaks in assessments or long assignments (I give this option to all of my students), checks for
understanding (I am constantly doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one
on one), a copy of the teachers notes on request (I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in
the class has missed something they can catch themselves up there), and step by step instructions on request
(I give these verbally, on google classroom, in a presentation, and while I am modeling things for the whole
class. I also provide handouts when it is a longer, more complex project).
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What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Google Classroom
Google Slides
projector
paper instruction handouts
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Projector
computer
clay boards
clay
clay tools
slip
paper instruction handouts
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be sure they
are engaged in the learning.
Time Motivation/Hook:
5
“Last class we should have finished our bases,
minut and today we will be adding on features. This is
e
where your plan for your project really starts to
be put into play, have fun with it!”
Put up Drawing Warmup: Draw a feature
(wings, tail, leg, ears,...) of your project that you
plan to include. Add some notes on how you
plan to make that feature.
Dibuje una característica (alas, cola, patas,
orejas,...) de su proyecto que planee incluir.
Agregue algunas notas sobre cómo planea hacer
esa función.
- Do attendance
Look for:
- Focused sketching
- phones out

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
learning
Motivation/Hook:
Orient themselves to where they are in their
project.

Draw a feature (wings, tail, leg, ears,...) of their
project that they plan to include. Add some notes
on how they plan to make that feature.
Focused work for 5 minutes is expected, chatting
with friends is allowed at this time as long as
work continues.
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5
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observe and assist:
● Hand out clay
● Direct students to supplies if they have
forgotten where they are
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Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observation:
● assist students one on one with specific
struggles/questions
● ensure safety precautions are kept up:
masks, proper use of art materials
10
Closure:
minut Call clean up
es
look for movement, volume level, level of
completion of clean up.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Collect supplies:
● clay
● clay boards
● tool buckets
● water
● slip
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Work time:
● Add features onto the base created last
class.

Closure:
Clean up: wrap projects properly, scrape clay
boards, wipe down tables, sweep, clean clay
tools, put clay tool buckets back

“Today you should have added most of the
features you wanted to your project, tomorrow
we will be focussing on textures and final
touches”
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
Progress on their projects, mini conferences throughout class

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Scaffolded learning (this is the third, fourth and fifth layer of the scaffold), linked to the socio-cultural
theory of Vygotsky: I give students gradually more difficult assignments, and they use the skills learned in
previous assignments to support the new ones that they are learning.
Gradual release of responsibility: Now that the students have learned the basics, I am giving them a project
with more freedom.
Bloom’s Mastery Learning: As they become more comfortable with the medium (clay) I introduce new
techniques that the students could use in a variety of ways.
Backward Design (Wiggins and McTighe): I already have the assessment planned from the beginning.
Modeling (Barak Rosenshine): I give direct demonstrations.
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These reflection questions are provided to help you think about your lessons AFTER you have taught them.
Please complete these questions after you’ve taught to help you with your instructional commentary, and
then delete the reflections when you submit your lesson plans for you edTPA.
Reflection:
Did all the students meet the learning target? How do you know?
No, most students are still adding features, but most also have at least their first feature on.

Lesson Title/Description: Pinch pot Animals
Lesson # 3 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 90 minutes

Standards:
HS Advanced
VA.1.CR1.HS3
3. With a clear
intention, individually
design an object or
artwork that is based on
aesthetics, original
idea, or critical
observation that
demonstrates good
technical skill.
HS Proficient
VA.5.PR2.HS1
3. Write an artist
statement that includes
artistic intention,
processes, and
specialized language.
HS Proficient
VA.9.RE3.HS1
1. Use art vocabulary to
express preferences
about an artwork either
orally or in writing.

Central Focus: Students will learn how
to form a pinch pot, make a coil and
use them as tools to make other things.
Students will understand and use the
slip and score method. Students will
gain experience in ceramics and build
on their previous experience in
ceramics to make a project of their own
design.

Learning Targets: Students will add
texture to their projects.
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Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: How to make a pinch pot, how to slip and score.
How I know the students have this: Students have previously completed a pinch pot teacup.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
ceramics, rib, slip, score, needle tool, pinch pot, coil, handbuilding, slab, greenware, bisqueware,
leatherhard, bone dry
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Have the vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with accompanying images.
Slides available on Google Classroom with definitions.
Slides available as paper handouts.
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Building on their experience with pinch pots and slip and score additions to pieces.
Students will be encouraged to incorporate patterns, styles, and animals from their lives.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
A rubric in both English and Spanish will be provided, vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with
accompanying images. All writing has both English and Spanish provided. I will present the information in
both slideshow and demonstration format in order to make sure the instructions sink in.
I have a student with a 504 for generalized Anxiety Disorder and possibly ADHD, combined presentation.
This limits their concentration, thinking, and learning. They have anxiety around asking for help and a
difficulty remembering and keeping track of things. Their accommodations are access to the teacher’s notes
(I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in the class has missed something they can catch
themselves up there), access to a water bottle (this is allowed for all my students), a universal pass (they
have it and I respect it discreetly), frequent checks for understanding (I am constantly doing this for this
student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one), preferential seating (I worked with all of
my students to create a seating chart that would work for them), and periodic check ins (I am constantly
doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one).
I have another student with an IEP for health impairments. Their accommodations are up to five minute
breaks in assessments or long assignments (I give this option to all of my students), checks for
understanding (I am constantly doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one
on one), a copy of the teachers notes on request (I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in
the class has missed something they can catch themselves up there), and step by step instructions on request
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(I give these verbally, on google classroom, in a presentation, and while I am modeling things for the whole
class. I also provide handouts when it is a longer, more complex project).
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Google Classroom
Google Slides
projector
paper instruction handouts
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Projector
computer
clay boards
clay
clay tools
slip
paper instruction handouts
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be sure they
are engaged in the learning.
Time Motivation/Hook:
5
“Last class we should have added on all your
minut main features. This class you will be adding
e
texture and more minor features. Next class will
be the last work day so make sure you are pretty
close to done by the end of today!”
Put up Drawing Warmup: Draw something you
might want to create in the future with ceramics.
Dibuja algo que quieras crear en el futuro con
cerámica.
- Do attendance
Look for:
- Focused sketching
- phones out
5
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observe and assist:
● Hand out clay

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
learning
Motivation/Hook:
Orient themselves to where they are in their
project.

Draw something they might want to do in the
future with ceramics.
Focused work for 5 minutes is expected, chatting
with friends is allowed at this time as long as
work continues.

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Collect supplies:
● clay
● clay boards
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● Direct students to supplies if they have
forgotten where they are

60
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observation:
● Hand out rubrics if not already passed
out
● assist students one on one with specific
struggles/questions
● ensure safety precautions are kept up:
masks, proper use of art materials
10
Closure:
minut Call clean up
es
look for movement, volume level, level of
completion of clean up.

● tool buckets
● water
● slip

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Work time:
● Add texture onto the base and onto the
features created in the last class. Add any
smaller features you were unable to add
in the last class.

Closure:
Clean up: wrap projects properly, scrape clay
boards, wipe down tables, sweep, clean clay
tools, put clay tool buckets back

“Today you should have finished most of your
textures and features. Tomorrow we will be
finishing the project, making sure that it is
perfect, and filling out our rubrics.”
Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
Progress on their projects, mini conferences throughout class

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Scaffolded learning (this is the third, fourth and fifth layer of the scaffold), linked to the socio-cultural
theory of Vygotsky: I give students gradually more difficult assignments, and they use the skills learned in
previous assignments to support the new ones that they are learning.
Gradual release of responsibility: Now that the students have learned the basics, I am giving them a project
with more freedom.
Bloom’s Mastery Learning: As they become more comfortable with the medium (clay) I introduce new
techniques that the students could use in a variety of ways.
Backward Design (Wiggins and McTighe): I already have the assessment planned from the beginning.
Modeling (Barak Rosenshine): I give direct demonstrations.
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Lesson Title/Description: Pinch pot Animals
Lesson # 4 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 90 minutes

Standards:
HS Advanced
VA.1.CR1.HS3
3. With a clear
intention, individually
design an object or
artwork that is based on
aesthetics, original
idea, or critical
observation that
demonstrates good
technical skill.

Central Focus: Students will learn how
to form a pinch pot, make a coil and
use them as tools to make other things.
Students will understand and use the
slip and score method. Students will
gain experience in ceramics and build
on their previous experience in
ceramics to make a project of their own
design.

Learning Targets: Students will finish
their projects and fill out their rubrics.

HS Proficient
VA.5.PR2.HS1
3. Write an artist
statement that includes
artistic intention,
processes, and
specialized language.
HS Proficient
VA.9.RE3.HS1
1. Use art vocabulary to
express preferences
about an artwork either
orally or in writing.
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: How to make a pinch pot, how to slip and score.
How I know the students have this: Students have previously completed a pinch pot teacup.
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Academic language that will be used in lesson:
pinch pot, ceramics, rib, needle tool, slip and score, coil, greenware, bisqueware, leatherhard, bone dry
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Vocabulary:
Have the vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with accompanying images.
Slides available on Google Classroom with definitions.
Slides available as paper handouts.
Syntax:
There are questions attached to the rubric that will prompt full sentence use of the academic language.
Discourse:
Students will discuss their work with me and with their peers on a daily basis.
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Building on their experience with pinch pots and slip and score additions to pieces.
Students will be encouraged to incorporate patterns, styles, and animals from their lives.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
A rubric in both English and Spanish will be provided, vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with
accompanying images. All writing has both English and Spanish provided. I will present the information in
both slideshow and demonstration format in order to make sure the instructions sink in.
I have a student with a 504 for generalized Anxiety Disorder and possibly ADHD, combined presentation.
This limits their concentration, thinking, and learning. They have anxiety around asking for help and a
difficulty remembering and keeping track of things. Their accommodations are access to the teacher’s notes
(I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in the class has missed something they can catch
themselves up there), access to a water bottle (this is allowed for all my students), a universal pass (they
have it and I respect it discreetly), frequent checks for understanding (I am constantly doing this for this
student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one), preferential seating (I worked with all of
my students to create a seating chart that would work for them), and periodic check ins (I am constantly
doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one).
I have another student with an IEP for health impairments. Their accommodations are up to five minute
breaks in assessments or long assignments (I give this option to all of my students), checks for
understanding (I am constantly doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one
on one), a copy of the teachers notes on request (I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in
the class has missed something they can catch themselves up there), and step by step instructions on request
(I give these verbally, on google classroom, in a presentation, and while I am modeling things for the whole
class. I also provide handouts when it is a longer, more complex project).
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What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Google Classroom
Google Slides
projector
paper instruction handouts
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Projector
computer
clay boards
clay
clay tools
slip
paper instruction handouts
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be sure they
are engaged in the learning.
Time Motivation/Hook:
5
“Last class we finished most of our projects, we
minut will be polishing them today and filling out our
es
rubrics. Just so that you know, there will be a
critique next class. Even if you are not finished
with your projects, you should answer the
questions attached to the rubric before then.
Also, we will be combining the questions
attached to the rubric into an artist statement.
We will have time for that next class if you do
not get there today.”
Put up Drawing Warmup: Draw a depiction of
slip and score, pinch pot, coil, a rib, and a
needle tool.
Dibuje una representación de deslizar y marcar,
pinchar olla, una costilla, bobina y una
herramienta de aguja.
● Look for focused sketching and phones
out
● Do attendance

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
learning
Motivation/Hook:
Prepare for what they will be doing today and
next class.

Draw a depiction of slip and score, pinch pot,
coil, a rib, and a needle tool. This will show an
understanding of the academic vocabulary
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5
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observe and assist:
● Hand out clay
● Direct students to supplies if they have
forgotten where they are

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

70
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observation:
● Hand out rubrics if not already passed
out
● assist students one on one with specific
struggles/questions
● ensure safety precautions are kept up:
masks, proper use of art materials

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:

10
Closure:
minut “Today we should have finished our animal
es
pinch pot projects, we will turn in the rubrics
next class. We will also write our artist
statements and have our critique next class.”

Closure:
Prepare for what they will be doing next class.

Call clean up
look for movement, volume level, level of
completion of clean up.

Collect supplies:
● clay
● clay boards
● tool buckets
● water
● slip

Worktime:
This is their last day with ceramics. By the end of
this class they should have finished their project
and filled out their rubric.

Clean up: wrap projects properly, scrape clay
boards, wipe down tables, sweep, clean clay
tools, put clay tool buckets back
Deeper clean if there is time: wipe down sinks,
thoroughly clean tools, wipe down boards with
sponge, wipe down side counters
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Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
Rubric

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Scaffolded learning (this is the fourth, fifth, and sixth layer of the scaffold), linked to the socio-cultural
theory of Vygotsky: I give students gradually more difficult assignments, and they use the skills learned in
previous assignments to support the new ones that they are learning.
Gradual release of responsibility: Now that the students have learned the basics, I am giving them a project
with more freedom.
Bloom’s Mastery Learning: As they become more comfortable with the medium (clay) I introduce new
techniques that the students could use in a variety of ways.
Backward Design (Wiggins and McTighe): I already have the assessment planned from the beginning.
Modeling (Barak Rosenshine): I give direct demonstrations.

Lesson Title/Description: Pinch pot Animals
Lesson # 5 of 5

Time Allotted for this Lesson: 90 minutes

Standards:
HS Advanced
VA.1.CR1.HS3
3. With a clear
intention, individually
design an object or
artwork that is based on
aesthetics, original
idea, or critical
observation that
demonstrates good
technical skill.
HS Proficient
VA.5.PR2.HS1
3. Write an artist
statement that includes
artistic intention,
processes, and
specialized language.

Central Focus: Students will learn how
to form a pinch pot, make a coil and
use them as tools to make other things.
Students will understand and use the
slip and score method. Students will
gain experience in ceramics and build
on their previous experience in
ceramics to make a project of their own
design.

Learning Targets: Students finish and
present an artist statement that has why
they chose the animal that you did, why
they chose the planter or bubble buddy,
what techniques they used to build their
project, what they would do differently
if they were to make this project again,
and what their plan for a surface
treatment (glaze or paint, color,
pattern...) is, with their work.
Students will critique other students in
writing on sticky notes, they will make
a suggestion and a compliment on each
note and make three notes for three
different people.
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HS Proficient
VA.9.RE3.HS1
1. Use art vocabulary to
express preferences
about an artwork either
orally or in writing.
Pre-Requisite Knowledge and/or Skills: How to give a sticky note critique.
How I know the students have this: Students have previously learned and practiced this critique format in
this class.

Academic language that will be used in lesson:
pinch pot, ceramics, rib, needle tool, slip and score, coil, greenware, bisqueware, leatherhard, bone dry
Strategies and opportunities for supporting academic language:
Vocabulary:
Have the vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with accompanying images.
Slides available on Google Classroom with definitions.
Slides available as paper handouts.
Syntax:
Students will write critiques to each other in the form of a sticky note critique. This format is two positive
comments and one suggestion written on a sticky note. Each student will give three sticky note critiques.
Discourse:
Students will write an artist statement with the support of a previous question and answer format.
Connections to students’ “Funds of Knowledge”/assets, prior knowledge, and or/interdisciplinary
connections that will be made during the lesson:
Building on their experience with pinch pots and slip and score additions to pieces.
Students will be encouraged to incorporate patterns, styles, and animals from their lives.
How have you addressed the needs of diverse learners ? (Ex: IEPs, 504s, linguistic & cultural diversity,
students without prerequisite knowledge, etc.)
A rubric in both English and Spanish will be provided, vocabulary on the walls in English and Spanish with
accompanying images. All writing has both English and Spanish provided. I will present the information in
both slideshow and demonstration format in order to make sure the instructions sink in.
I have a student with a 504 for generalized Anxiety Disorder and possibly ADHD, combined presentation.
This limits their concentration, thinking, and learning. They have anxiety around asking for help and a
difficulty remembering and keeping track of things. Their accommodations are access to the teacher’s notes
(I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in the class has missed something they can catch
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themselves up there), access to a water bottle (this is allowed for all my students), a universal pass (they
have it and I respect it discreetly), frequent checks for understanding (I am constantly doing this for this
student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one), preferential seating (I worked with all of
my students to create a seating chart that would work for them), and periodic check ins (I am constantly
doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one on one).
I have another student with an IEP for health impairments. Their accommodations are up to five minute
breaks in assessments or long assignments (I give this option to all of my students), checks for
understanding (I am constantly doing this for this student and many others in the class, as a group and one
on one), a copy of the teachers notes on request (I put everything on google classroom so that if anyone in
the class has missed something they can catch themselves up there), and step by step instructions on request
(I give these verbally, on google classroom, in a presentation, and while I am modeling things for the whole
class. I also provide handouts when it is a longer, more complex project).
What technology supports or integration are included in this lesson?
Google Classroom
Google Slides
projector
Materials/Equipment/Supplies/Technology/Preparation:
Projector
computer
pens/pencils
sticky notes
Procedure: TEACHER DOES…
Include “look fors” and other ways you’ll
observe and check with students to be sure they
are engaged in the learning.
Time Motivation/Hook:
5
“Last class we finished our projects and self
minut graded, today we will turn our responses into
es
artist statements. After that, we will display
them with our projects and do a sticky note
critique.”
Put up Drawing Warmup: Draw a picture of
your finished project and compare it to your
concept sketch. Did anything change? Why do
you think that is?
Haz un dibujo de tu proyecto terminado y
compáralo con tu boceto conceptual. ¿Cambió
algo? ¿Por qué crees que es?

Procedure: STUDENTS DO…
Include evidence of student engagement that
you’ll include / watch for to monitor student
learning
Motivation/Hook:
Prepare for what they will be doing today.

Draw a picture of their finished project and
compare it to their concept sketch. Did anything
change? Why do you think that is? This will give
them an opportunity to look back on their project
in preparation for writing their artist statements.
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● Look for focused sketching and phones
out
● Do attendance
5
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observe and assist:
● Hand out supplies.
● Direct students to supplies if they have
forgotten where they are.

20
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Observation:
● Hand back edited rubrics.
● Assist students one on one with specific
struggles/questions.
● Ensure safety precautions are kept up:
masks, proper use of art materials.
5
Teaching OR Group OR
minut Independent Application:
es
Call for a break, suggest some stretches and
deep breaths.
50
Review critique format:
minut - Each student puts their project and artist
es
statement on their desk.
- Each student takes three sticky notes.
- Each sticky note will have three comments on
it: at least one of the comments on each sticky
note must be a suggestion. You must also put
your name on the back of the sticky notes so
that they can be graded later
- Each comment must be a full sentence. It must
be a specific comment with a reason behind it.
- Each art piece can only have three sticky notes
next to it (to ensure that each student gets three
sticky note critiques)
- You can not give two sticky note critiques to
the same person.
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Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Collect supplies:
● sticky notes.
● a piece of paper from their sketchbooks
or from the front of the room.
● a writing utensil.
Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Worktime:
Synthesize their edited responses into artist
statements

Teaching OR Group OR
Independent Application:
Take a brain break, continue their work on the
artist statement if they want to but it is not
required.
Remember what the expectations are
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- It is important that you see everyone’s work,
and do not sit down until the end.
- Remember that all critiques must be
constructive.
Start the music!
Participate as well.
Look for: Everyone following the critique
format.
5
Closure:
minut “Today we have finished our ceramics unit, if
es
anyone wants to use clay for their independent
project they can but we are otherwize done. In a
week or so, we will be doing surface treatments
for our projects so keep that in mind. Next class
we will begin a short unit on paper mache!”
Call clean up
look for movement, volume level, level of
completion of clean up.
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Follow the critique format.

Closure:
Prepare for what they will be doing next class,
and remember that they will eventually be giving
a surface treatment to these projects.

Deeper clean if there is time: wipe down sinks,
thoroughly clean tools, wipe down boards with
sponge, wipe down side counters

Key assessments and assignments that provide evidence of student engagement and learning collected
during/as a result of this lesson:
Sticky note critiques, artist statements

Theoretical, Pedagogical, and/or Lines of Research that Justify Your Instructional Choices:
Scaffolded learning (this is the third, fourth and fifth layer of the scaffold), linked to the socio-cultural
theory of Vygotsky: I give students gradually more difficult assignments, and they use the skills learned in
previous assignments to support the new ones that they are learning.
Gradual release of responsibility: Now that the students have learned the basics, I am giving them a project
with more freedom.
Bloom’s Mastery Learning: As they become more comfortable with the medium (clay) I introduce new
techniques that the students could use in a variety of ways.
Backward Design (Wiggins and McTighe): I already have the assessment planned from the beginning.
Modeling (Barak Rosenshine): I give direct demonstrations.
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Data Analysis of Research Question 2
How do different assessments affect student comprehension?
My first summative assessments were just a series of requirements on a slide. They then
developed into rubrics with an explanation of what would get you a b. Finally they evolved into
fully finished rubrics with explanations for each grade; “A” through “F.” I also experimented
with building some qualifiers for earning an A with my students. Now, I give students the full,
clear rubrics. To continue their development, I might make rubrics that are filled out except for
the 5 (A) categories, then collaborate to create some examples of “A” work with the class.
I have itemized my formative assessments under the third type of data for the first
question, as I thought they best fit there.
First Type of Data Collected
My first type of data will come from my own journal entries.
I did not write a lot about assessments in my journal, as most of my work on them came
from working on the actual assessments themselves.
February 16th
This is in reference to an activity where I had table groups think of ways to elevate the 4
(B) categories into 5 (A) categories. I have also provided a photo of how that turned out on the
whiteboard.
● Possibly a good idea to give out slips of paper with the categories on, maybe also give
those out before explanation of rubric
Figure 5:
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●

February 18th
The gallery walk is an assessment that is developed from a more traditional artist critique.
Unlike in a normal critique where each artist gets the full force of the class focused on giving
them feedback, a gallery walk allows all the students to leave notes next to each other's artwork.
This is much less stressful for most students.
●

Did the gallery walk

Second Type of Data Collected
My next type of data will come from observations from my cooperating teacher.
February 9th
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These notes were taken during the collage unit with the quarter three crafts students.
● Good job suggesting they take notes
February 11th
My cooperating teacher realized I could not check for understanding because the music
was drowning me out.
● Gotta remember to turn off that music while you're giving instruction. It's a good verbal
cue for them to look up at you. Also the speakers are in the middle of the room and the
back of the room so it can be much louder back there, further from your voice.
February 15th
● Emphasize the fact that the notes are graded.
● Did we go over the rubric yet? That might be a good thing to start class with tomorrow so
they know EFFORT is part of the grade. (Not an issue for too much of the class, but
definitely for a few who are trying to do this as fast as they can.)

Third Type of Data Collected
I will also collect my assessments and how they change over time.
I will use the embroidery and teacup lessons as examples:
Requirements on a slide:
Figure 6:
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Single point rubrics:
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Fully finished rubrics with guided response:
Figure 8:
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Fourth Type of Data Collected
Lastly, I will collect my lesson plans.
When I started lesson planning, I did not know how important having clear assessments
was. Through learning about backward design and classroom observation, it became clear that I
needed to know what my lessons were leading up to. You can see evidence of this backwards
planning in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Data Analysis of Research Question 3
How does planning affect student comprehension? Data gathered from a focus on this question
was used to test student engagement and understanding of the content in my classroom.
My planning was not very organized at first. Sometimes I would make a plan and later
forget it during class time. My planning became steadily more organized, until I reached a point
where I could plan on paper a little less. Now, I always plan ahead, and have a couple plans in
my back pocket in case class goes faster than expected.
First Type of Data Collected
My first type of data will come from my own journal entries.
January 31st
● Meeting with my supervisor, I discussed my philosophy, the edtpa, and my plans for next
term.
● Worked on presentations for next term
● Ask Lauren to clarify the problem solving worksheet and the ‘steps of problem solving’
○ She will add info soon, make worksheet after and send off to print shop
February 1st
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● Worked on toothpick and marshmallow activity
● Worked on warmups
February 2nd
● Worked on planning for next term
February 10th
This is a list of things that I planned to do that day.
● Adjust seating chart
● Bring up stuff on computer
● Deal with emails
● Finish slideshow with added norms
● Figure out if calling from computer or paper
● Acquire toothpicks from Lauren
● Leave name cards out
● Talk about what doing, talk about warmup checks
● Go through slideshow
● Give out problem solving sheets
February 16th
One of the things I had to plan for was not being able to access the school’s grading or
attendance system.
● Made a spreadsheet for grades and attendance
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Second Type of Data Collected
My next type of data will come from observations from my cooperating teacher.
In this segment, all names of students have been replaced by their initials to protect their
anonymity.
February 8th
This takes place a couple of days after quarter 3 started. I am getting to know the students
better, and my cooperation teacher and I are planning for a seating chart.
● Separate [X. B.] and [C]
● Separate [N] and [A]
● Probably keep [X] and [M] away from [A] and [N].
● Maybe put [C. G.] and [N] near each other? [C] seems to also have a lot of energy, but
he also seems to be into making art and putting in good effort. I think having [N] near
someone he gets along with who is focused on doing well in class will be good for him.
Hopefully it'll give him some more buy in. MAYBE. IDK these two are a toss up. But
make them sit up front!
● Put [J] by someone very nice and patient. Maybe [L] or [D]? Definitely don't put him
at a table with [X], [C], [A], or [N].
February 9th
● The seating chart looks like it's working pretty well
● It's a great idea to have Google Classroom up as students are working so you can watch
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the assignments roll in. It'll give you a good idea as to who still needs to finish.
February 10th
● I'd give students a week to get your notebooks. Some students just haven't had time yet.
They'll actually need to wait until at least next monday to use the class notebooks
● Make sure you establish not talking over you! They were having full conversations over
your instructions/answering questions a couple times
● So... with this type of building activities, part of the problem solving challenge is the
amount of materials they are given. Usually you give students like... 20 marshmallows.
● In the future, it can help to have a couple other tools they can use too: every table gets 25
toothpicks, 30 marshmallows, one 3 feet piece of masking tape they can rip up, and 3
pieces of paper... or something like that
February 11th
● Gave people too much time to find an image. But that's a really hard thing not to do. I
have done this project like... 7 times and I still struggle with that. It feels like you're
leaving students behind, but part of having those extra images available means it will be
equitable even if they don't get a chance to pick their own images.
February 14th
● Good job pivoting when you didn't have everything you needed today
February 16th
This is referring to the assignment where students thought up ways they could bring their
categories up to 5 (A).
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● I would show the rubric broken down more, then post an image of the final rubric while
they are working. Each category on a new slide so you can post the requirements in
English and Spanish.
(Here's two examples: [links to examples from Teacher Mentor were provided ]
● For your rubric idea: GREAT idea. Could use a bit more scaffolding.
Give them written instructions or they won't know what to do.
It can be posted on the screen or a physical handout to share at the table. You might even
consider demonstrating the first one by doing it with them - pick a category and you
come up with one example, and then ask the class for 2-3 more examples of a 5 in that
category. Then divide the rest of the categories among the groups.
I really do like this idea! I think you should try it again with your next project at
least, if not every one. If they get the hang of it, you could do it as a warm up
activity, once each unit/project.
Maybe check with Dylan to see how he set it up? You two could combine ideas.
● I really, really like this note taking activity and the examples you've chosen. This is a
great example of AVID strategies, AND it's a great way to intentionally and
thoughtfully incorporate art form other cultures.
Third Type of Data Collected
I will also collect my assessments and how they change over time.
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The planning that went into my first assessments was fairly minimal. I had a lot of help
from my cooperating teacher, and did not have a lot to add myself, as the experience I had had
with assessments before I started was purely academic.
As I continued to plan out lessons, I realized that I could make my assessments more
organized. I began to fill all of the boxes in my rubrics to give students very specific
requirements. I also made specific response questions associated with projects to see what they
had learned. This helped me to plan, because I could base my teaching off of these two
summative tools.
Here is an example of some guided notes that I built for my embroidery unit:
Figure 9:

Name:________________

Embroidery - Bordado
Chinese Silk Embroidery - Bordado de Seda China
Chinese silk embroidery (xiu) has been practiced in China for thousands of years. It
typically uses a variety of stitch styles, and a wide range of time-honored designs:
figurative motifs depicting flowers, birds and animals, as well as geometric and abstract
patterns.
Chinese embroidery has four distinct regional styles: Shu xiu (Sichuan), featuring
mostly___________________; Su xiu (Jiangsu), in which ______________________;
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Xiang xiu (Hunan), known for _______________________________; and Yue xiu
(Guangdong), characterised by the______ ___________, no attempt to produce
an_______________, and a prevalence of ______________________ motifs.
El bordado de seda chino (xiu) se practica en China desde hace miles de años. Por lo
general, utiliza una variedad de estilos de puntada y una amplia gama de diseños
consagrados: motivos figurativos que representan flores, pájaros y animales, así como
patrones geométricos y abstractos.
El bordado chino tiene cuatro estilos regionales distintos: Shu xiu (Sichuan), que
presenta principalmente motivos del mundo natural; Su xiu (Jiangsu), en el que los
colores son más naturalistas; Xiang xiu (Hunan), conocido por emular pinturas,
grabados y caligrafía; y Yue xiu (Guangdong), caracterizada por el uso de colores
fuertes, ningún intento de producir una ilusión de profundidad y un predominio de
motivos de dragones y fénix.

Otomi Embroidery - Bordado Otomí
Otomi embroidery is the Mexican embroidery style known as "_________", using vibrant
colors, and unique floral and animal designs. Each Otomi piece is hand embroidered on
Ivory _________ by Otomi artisans.
The Otomi designs are symbols based on native flora and fauna of the Otomi region.
The animals and flowers in this Mexican embroidery [style] represent the ___________
of the Otomi culture [which] we will appreciate.
[It] depends on the design but every Otomi piece [requires a] long time to be finished.
[On] average a ___________ such as a bedspread or an Otomi tablecloth can take up
to ____________ to be completed.

El bordado otomí es el estilo de bordado mexicano conocido como "Tenangos", que
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utiliza colores vibrantes y diseños únicos de flores y animales. Cada pieza otomí está
bordada a mano en muselina de marfil por artesanos otomíes.
Los diseños otomíes son símbolos basados en la flora y fauna autóctona de la región
otomí. Los animales y las flores en este [estilo] de bordado mexicano representan el
acontecer diario de la cultura otomí [que] apreciaremos.
[Depende] del diseño, pero cada pieza otomí [requiere] mucho tiempo para estar
terminada. [En] promedio, un tenango, como una colcha o un mantel otomí, puede
demorar hasta 12 meses en completarse.

Freestyle Embroidery - Bordado de Estilo Libre
This is the type of embroidery that we will be doing in class, unless you have
more time and would like to experiment with a different style.
Freestyle (or 'surface') embroidery encompasses any '______________' form of
hand-worked embroidery, so those in which the design isn't constrained by the weave of
the underlying fabric. This allows for _____________________in the creation of
three-dimensional effects, and different sections using a huge___________________
____________. With freestyle nearly any design can be interpreted, from naturalistic
scenes to highly decorative patterns. Threads can also be laid onto the surface fabric
and secured in place with a second thread (a technique called 'couching').
Este es el tipo de bordado que haremos en clase, a menos que tengas más
tiempo y quieras experimentar con un estilo diferente.
El bordado de estilo libre (o de 'superficie') abarca cualquier forma 'no contada' de
bordado hecho a mano, es decir, aquellos en los que el diseño no está limitado por el
tejido de la tela subyacente. Esto permite una mayor flexibilidad en la creación de
efectos tridimensionales y diferentes secciones utilizando una gran variedad de estilos
de puntada. Con el estilo libre, se puede interpretar casi cualquier diseño, desde
escenas naturalistas hasta patrones muy decorativos. Los hilos también se pueden
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colocar sobre la tela de la superficie y asegurarlos en su lugar con un segundo hilo (una
técnica llamada "couching").

Stitch Notes - Notas de Puntada
Describe something you could embroider using the back stitch, and why you think that stitch
would be good for it:

Describe something you could embroider using the satin stitch, and why you think that stitch
would be good for it:

Describe algo que podrías bordar usando la puntada trasera y por qué crees que esa puntada
sería buena para ello:

Describe algo que podrías bordar usando la puntada de satén y por qué crees que esa puntada
sería buena para ello:

Requirements - Requisitos
List the three requirements in whatever way will help your remember them:
Enumere los tres requisitos de cualquier manera que le ayude a recordarlos:

●
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●
●

Fourth Type of Data Collected
Lastly, I will collect my lesson plans.
Planning and lesson plans are obviously linked. I used a few different ways to plan
throughout this process. I started with the edtpa format (Figure 4). This format was very
thorough, but it felt like mostly a waste of time; it took so much time to fill out that my planning
actually suffered. I also tried a culturally responsive lesson plan (Figure 3), this was a lot better,
and I think I may use it again in the future as a guideline for culturally responsive lessons. The
format I found most useful, though, was planning through slideshow and organizing them on
google drive. The benefit of using a slideshow to plan is that a lot of my lesson plan also doubles
as the lesson. Students are given a visual cue while I am presenting, it helps me remember all of
my points, and I can give access to the slideshow after the lesson to students so that they can
review it whenever necessary.
Summary
I did not expect to include another type of data, but towards the end of my action research
project I thought it would be a good idea to ask my students how I did as a teacher. To show my
findings, I have provided a copy of the anonymous survey I used to do this, a bar graph showing
overall patterns I noticed, and some discussion of those patterns.
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Table 1:

The most common positive comments were about demonstrations. This refers to my
practice of presenting first in a slideshow format, with spanish translations of everything written,
then giving an in person demonstration of a new art technique, and finally uploading the
slideshow to google classroom (a site that all students have access to due to school provided
chromebooks) for latter review.
The most prevalent negative comments were those asking for more time in class to work.
This is something I noticed as I was teaching. During the time of this study, I was also
completing the edTPA; the Teacher Performance Assessment required at some universities for
licensure. Unfortunately, because the edTPA is so rigorous, and it keeps you on a timeline, I was
unable to give students as much time as they probably needed for certain projects. The other
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common complaint of wanting more choice in how they did their assignments was also affected
by this reality.
My goal for this project was to understand my teaching practices and how they could be
improved by focused study. While the data I have collected does hold significance, I do need to
disclose that the fact I did this research as part of my Masters of Education negatively affected it.
I was worrying about several other large projects, including the edTPA, while also trying to
gather data. This negatively impacted both the data (amount and quality) that I gathered, as well
as my teaching. The next chapter will focus on the analysis and implications of this study, and
will explore areas of possible future research.
Chapter 5
Analysis
Data Analysis of Research Question 1
How do my interactions with students change after applying Evidence Based Practices, real
world utility, and Culturally Responsive Pedagogy? Data gathered from a focus on this question
was used to test student engagement and understanding of the content in my classroom.
My interactions with students started very tentatively. I was teaching for the first time,
and while I knew theory I was still very inexperienced. After applying Evidence Based Practices,
explaining the real world utility of art to students, and using Culturally Responsive Pedagogy,
my students were more engaged and understood more of the content that I was teaching them.
The evidence from my journal showed me that checking in with students, developing
relationships with students, and connecting art to real world applications improves engagement. I
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will give two direct examples. After checking in with and engaging the interests of student R, she
opened up to me and got very excited each time a new assignment came up. She would often
want to talk to me about her interests, and discuss how art could be made about them. Student N
and I really struggled at first, but after checking in with him every day and letting him know that
the skills he was learning during the embroidery unit could be used to mend or embroider
clothes, he told me the next day that he taught another student in another class some of the same
skills.
My evidence from my cooperating teacher showed me that as my relationship with my
students grew, so did the smoothness of the classroom. One of my main struggles is students
talking while I am speaking, but as my relationship with the students grew, this became much
less of a problem. Something I still need to work on is keeping my enthusiasm during
presentations. I have no issue getting excited about individual student projects, but presentations
in front of the class are a bit more difficult.
My evidence from my assessments showed me that students who struggled initially with
understanding why they were doing the assignments understood more of the content when it was
assessed in multiple ways. Without rigorous formative testing, I can not see what I need to help
my students with.
When I am more organized with my lesson plans, I am more confident, and this shows in
my teaching.
My interactions with students became more positive after applying Evidence Based
Practices, real world utility, and Culturally Responsive Pedagogy.
Data Analysis of Research Question 2
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How do different assessments affect student comprehension? Data gathered from a focus on this
question was used to test student engagement and understanding of the content in my classroom.
When I began this study, I did not realize how much of teaching was actually assessment,
in one way or another. The formative assessments a teacher does every day are countless, and I
can not imagine a classroom without some degree of assessment everyday.
As shown in my journal, the activity where I had the class think about ways in which they
could bring their category grates to 5s was effective. It taught them that the single point rubric
was what was necessary for the assignment, but to exceed, to get an A, they would need to go
beyond that and think outside of the box.
My cooperating teacher appreciated my giving formative assessment in the form of notes.
The notes are a good gauge to see what they retain best, and also work as a guide if a student
ever gets confused about what they should be doing.
My Assessments show that I gave many different kinds of assessment, both formative
and summative, in order to help my student’s comprehension. The many formative assessments
give the students opportunities to improve before they turn in their final summative project and
rubric.
I have spread out my assessments in my lesson plans, but you can see that I do formative
assessment during work time every day. This comes in the form of check-ins, where I check with
each student about their comprehension of the assignment, and help them come up with new
ideas. You can also see that I give the students a rubric on the first or second day of each
assignment. This gives them a guide to go by for the rest of the project.
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Assessments help with comprehension. They show a student exactly what they need to
do, what they need to improve on, and how they are exceeding.
Data Analysis of Research Question 3
How does planning affect student comprehension? Data gathered from a focus on this question
was used to test student engagement and understanding of the content in my classroom.
My planning was not very organized at first. Sometimes I would make a plan and later
forget it during class time. My planning became steadily more organized, until I reached a point
where I could plan on paper a little less. Now, I always plan ahead, and have a couple plans in
my back pocket in case class goes faster than expected.
You can see from my journal that I make plans in advance of teaching. This helps me
focus on the most important things of the upcoming lesson, and allows me to remember which
points to restate or make more clear.
You can see that my cooperating teacher is doing some planning while watching our
classroom. For example, she helped me by noting down which students should and should not sit
next to each other in the seating chart. This planning made the classroom less loud and less
chaotic, which helped with student comprehension. She also complimented me on my ability to
pivot to a new activity when the students finished their tack faster than expected. It can be
confusing for students if there is a big gap in a class period with nothing to do. Luckily, due to
my planning, I was able to pivot instead to a new activity.
By planning my assessments in advance, I am able to put backward design into practice.
This vastly improves student comprehension, as the student knows from the very beginning what
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they are trying to achieve. It also allows me to scaffold for that final summative rubric with many
smaller formative assessments.
In my lesson plans, you can see many places where checks for understanding and
scaffolding are built into the lesson. It is impossible to have scaffolding if you do not plan, and
scaffolding is very important for student comprehension.
My planning, both alone and with others, helped my student’s comprehension. The
increased organization on my part also helped them become more organized, and this allowed
their learning to improve.
Future Research
I would like to repeat this study further into my teaching experience. I think it
would be interesting to see if even a more experienced teacher improves after going
through this process. I would also like to see if a reduction in distractions like
schoolwork, and teaching for the first time, improves the quality of my research.
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